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ABSTRACT

Nihtilä, Timo
Performance of Advanced Transmission and Reception Algorithms for High Speed
Downlink Packet Access
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2008, 92 p.(+included articles)
(Jyväskylä Studies in Computing
ISSN 1456-5390; 91)
ISBN 978-951-39-3236-7
Finnish summary
Diss.

This work studies the system level performance of several advanced techniques
developed for Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) which is
the most widely adopted technique for the air interface of 3rd generation (3G)
wireless networks. The performance is evaluated particularly with High Speed
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) concept of WCDMA. The analysis considers
the performance of advanced signal reception algorithms in combination with
antenna diversity techniques in various realistic HSDPA network scenarios. The
performance of conventional Rake receiver is compared to a Linear Minimum
Mean Squared Error (LMMSE) chip level equalizer being capable of intra- and
inter-cell interference suppression. The receiver performance is evaluated with
and without receive diversity and different transmit antenna diversity techniques,
namely Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) from open loop concepts and sin-
gle and dual stream Transmit Antenna Array (TxAA) from the closed loop trans-
mit diversity techniques. Also the impact of different HSDPA packet scheduling
strategies, namely round robin and proportional fair scheduling, are observed.
The performance evaluation is done by changing several network attributes such
as UE velocity, channel profiles and cell sizes. The study is done by means of ex-
tensive system level simulations using a comprehensive dynamic WCDMA net-
work simulation tool, which comprises detailed modeling of signal propagation
models, user mobility, traffic models, physical layer, radio resource management
(RRM) algorithms and part of the upper layers of a WCDMA radio access net-
work.

Keywords: WCDMA, HSDPA, Rake, LMMSE, equalizer, receive diversity, trans-
mit diversity, MIMO, TxAA, D-TxAA, STTD, system performance
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication industry gained huge success in the end of last millen-
nium. In the 1980’s the 1st generation mobile technology already enabled people
to make voice calls independent on their location but the size and cost of the
mobile handsets was a limiting factor in the popularity of 1st generation systems.

2nd generation (2G) telecommunication systems, such as the Global System
for Mobile communications (GSM), started a real telecommunication avalanche
introducing e.g. lower size and cost terminals and a new service, Short Messaging
Service (SMS). The telecommunication field has grown ever since in all aspects.
There has been a tremendous increase for example in the number of subscribers,
mobile handsets, as well as operators and other wireless companies.

As this development was emerging, there was a clear need to enhance wire-
less communication beyond mere voice calls and SMS messages and to introduce
new applications, transmission of multimedia as the most important one. How-
ever, many of the new applications required much higher data rate than what
2nd generation wireless networks were able to offer.

This lead to the design of 3rd generation (3G) systems that were able to
offer higher bit rates than 2G systems. Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA) is nowadays the most widely adopted air interface for 3G systems
released in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) frequency
band at 2 GHz in Europe and Asia including Japan and Korea [Hol06]. WCDMA
is specified by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [3G07a], which is
the joint standardization project of different 3G standardization bodies all over
the world. The first 3G specification release of WCDMA was done in 1999, which
is accordingly named Release ’99. After this, four releases have been published,
namely Releases 4, 5, 6 and 7, all of them enhancing the previous. Release 7 was
closed in June 2007 and currently specification work concentrates on Release 8.

Applications are constantly evolving and increasing their data rate demands
and the number of 3G subscribers increases. Thus the amount of data transmitted
on the air keeps growing. In order to keep up with this development, continuous
study is needed to enhance WCDMA performance. With many new applications,
such as streaming video and other multimedia, more data is transmitted from the
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base station to the mobile unit than vice versa. Due to this asymmetric data flow,
particularly WCDMA downlink is expected to become the bottleneck of WCDMA
system performance in the future.

Table 1 presents the comparison of peak data rates between different UMTS
releases and 2G technologies, such as GSM, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS),
Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE). The maximum theoretical data
rate supported by UMTS Release ’99 is 2 Mbps for both uplink and downlink
but it seems that the highest implemented data rate on the market is 384 kbps
so far [Hol06]. In UMTS specification Release 5 High Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) was introduced to improve the capacity and spectral efficiency
of the WCDMA downlink [Hol06, Kol03, Par01]. The theoretical peak data rate
for Release 5 HSDPA is 14.4 Mbps. However, the actual user experienced peak
data rates are much lower than this.

TABLE 1 Theoretical peak data rates of different telecommunication systems. [Rys06]

System Peak data rate
GSM 14.4 kbps
GPRS 171.2 kbps
EDGE 473.6 kbps
Rel’99 WCDMA 2 Mbps
Rel 5 WCDMA (HSDPA) 14.4 Mbps
Rel 7 WCDMA (HSDPA+64QAM) 21.6 Mbps
Rel 7 WCDMA (HSDPA+MIMO) 28.8 Mbps

The latest 3GPP release included the support for higher order modulation
64 phase Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (64QAM) and the use of a dual
stream Multiple Input - Multiple Output (MIMO) scheme with HSDPA. 64QAM
increases the single stream peak data rates and using dual stream transmission
the HSDPA theoretical peak data rate from Release 5 is doubled. So far 64QAM
modulation is not supported with MIMO transmission mode but the support for
that is expected to be in 3GPP Release 8.

Although Release 5 HSDPA already offers very good throughput to a mobile
unit compared to 2G systems, there has been intense research to further improve
the data rate of HSDPA in future specification releases. This thesis studies the
technologies that have been adopted in releases 6 and 7 and their performance
in comparison to each others. In the next chapter, the research problem of this
thesis is addressed. Studies related to the problem are presented and discussed
in chapter 1.2. In chapter 1.4 the outline of this thesis is presented.
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1.1 Research problem

The studied technologies in this thesis can be divided into techniques that alter
either the functionality of User Entity (UE) or the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (UTRAN) or both of them. Techniques that can be adopted altering only
the UE side are advanced receiver structures and receive (Rx) antenna diversity.
The features that can be adopted solely at the UTRAN side are advanced HSDPA
packet scheduling, open loop transmit (Tx) diversity and the femto base station
concept. Techniques that affect both UE and UTRAN side are closed loop trans-
mit diversity techniques which require alterations both to the base station in the
form of multiple transmit antennas and to the receiver where feedback calcula-
tion and the transmission of feedback information must be implemented.

1.1.1 Advanced reception algorithms

One of the main interference sources to a signal in WCDMA downlink are the
multiple delayed replicas of the serving cell transmissions arriving at arbitrary
time shifts at the UE receiver which compromise the orthogonality of down-
link spreading codes. The interference is mainly present at frequency-selective
channels and is called Multiple Access Interference (MAI). Advanced reception
algorithms, such as using channel equalization at chip-level, are one option to
mitigate the effect of MAI. In this thesis the main focus in the advanced receiver
field is on one of the most prominent solutions the minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) equalizer.

Although it is generally assumed that equalizer is used to cancel the inter-
ference caused by serving cell transmissions, it is also possible to use equalizer
in order to suppress inter-cell interference as well. This so called interference
aware equalizer is assumed to be aware of the neighboring sector channel situa-
tions and can estimate also their transmissions based on the temporal and more
importantly the spatial characteristics of the interference using e.g. multiple an-
tennas at the receiver. Thus, in this thesis it is studied what is the performance
when also the inter-cell interference can be mitigated by equalization.

In this thesis a more general approach in advanced reception study is also
taken by considering the effect of inter-cell interference mitigation in system per-
formance point of view. Actual techniques are not considered but instead, the
maximum achievable performance gains of different inter-cell interference miti-
gation efficiencies are charted in a fully loaded HSDPA network. The means or
even the possibility to achieve the studied efficiencies are not considered. The
system performance is evaluated with different receivers with and without re-
ceive diversity assuming some level of cancellation efficiency.
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1.1.2 Receive diversity

Receive diversity is a powerful option when battling against signal fading at the
UE side, especially at low power regions due to its power and diversity gain.
The maximum performance can be achieved with uncorrelated receive antennas
but since some distance between the antennas is required to achieve reasonable
uncorrelation between them, this might be challenging considering the size of
mobile units in general. Adopting multiple receive antennas increases both the
cost and power consumption of the UE. These issues limit the applicability of
receive diversity in reality. In this thesis the performance of receive diversity is
evaluated with and without all the other studied techniques both at the UE and
at the UTRAN side.

1.1.3 Transmit diversity

Transmit diversity has traditionally been considered a more feasible option than
receive diversity. With open loop transmit diversity additional antennas and
hardware modifications are adopted solely at the base station side. With closed
loop techniques the added functionality at the receiver side is the feedback cal-
culation, which is a relatively small modification. Thus the cost-effectiveness
of transmit diversity schemes has been considered higher than receive diver-
sity. However, although 3GPP specifications require transmit diversity support
mandatory for the UE, practical implementations of transmit diversity have not
been widely adopted so far.

Transmit and receive diversity provide equally good diversity gain but the
technical aspects in the employment of transmit diversity are more complicated
due to the loss of similar power gain as with receive diversity. This issue is more
thoroughly addressed in chapter 4.2.

In this thesis the focus from the open loop transmit diversity techniques is
in Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) technique. Closed loop transmit di-
versity study is divided into two branches focusing on single and dual stream
techniques. In both branches a technique called Transmit Antenna Array (TxAA)
is considered. In single stream TxAA the transmitter uses two antennas to trans-
mit a single transport stream as in dual stream TxAA (D-TxAA) two transport
streams are transmitted simultaneously. The transmit antenna weights are se-
lected in a way that the inter-stream interference is minimized. In good channel
conditions D-TxAA can enhance HSDPA bit rate significantly. D-TxAA was se-
lected as the MIMO technique for HSDPA in Release 7.

1.1.4 Advanced packet scheduling

The impact of different packet scheduling strategies are also studied. Using a
simple round robin scheduling algorithm the scheduling time is allocated equally
between users. However, using this kind of blind scheduling the inherent poten-
tial of the variating nature of the radio channel may be lost. Using an advanced
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scheduling algorithm such as proportional fair in which users are scheduled in an
opportunistic manner, the signal fading due to the radio channel can be turned
into favour providing. Scheduling users at their best channel conditions intro-
duces a new concept, multiuser diversity gain. Advanced packet scheduling of-
fers the possibility to balance between user fairness and total system throughput.
In this thesis the real potential of proportional fair is measured by comparing it
to conventional round robin scheduling.

1.1.5 Femto base station concept

One potential solution to further increase the HSDPA bit rates is to introduce low
transmission power base stations (BTS) in small isolated areas with insufficient
or no macro cell coverage. These so called femto BTSs provide an access point
mainly to home or small office users who benefit from high signal to interfer-
ence ratios due to the proximity of the base station unit. Another advantage is
that by using femto BTSs the network load is distributed to a higher number of
access points, thus decreasing the waiting times and increasing the network per-
formance in high load situations. Due to high serving cell signal level compared
to neighboring cell signals in small cell sizes advanced receivers are expected to
gain from the femto cell solution. The performance of different receiver schemes
in femto cells is one of the results of this thesis.

1.1.6 Summary

The main questions this thesis answers are:

• What is the expected gain of an advanced UE reception algorithm, namely
LMMSE chip level equalizer, over conventional rake reception on the sys-
tem performance point of view?

• Do the observed gains vary when different realistic network situations are
considered?

• How is the system performance affected when different penetration of ad-
vanced receiver UEs are gradually added to the network?

• What is the gain of inter-cell interference suppressing LMMSE equalizer
over conventional LMMSE equalizer?

• What are the maximum achievable gains of inter-cell interference cancella-
tion with different receivers?

• How does employing receive and/or different transmit antenna diversity
techniques affect the observed gains with different receivers?

• Is there a difference in the achievable gains with advanced scheduling when
different UE receivers and/or antenna diversity are used?
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• How does employing small cells in the network affect the realized gains
with different receivers?

To answer these questions, the performance of different receiver structures in
combination with different antenna diversity schemes and scheduling strategies
in various realistic situations in a WCDMA HSDPA network is studied by means
of extensive dynamic system simulations, which are considered to reflect the
real network behavior well. The network performance is analyzed first of all in
terms of cell and user throughput. Cell throughput is the average instantaneous
throughput of a cell and user throughput is defined as the average throughput
experienced by a user during a call. Also signal quality and several other key
performance indicators are used in the analysis.

1.2 Related studies and connection to thesis work

The performance of HSDPA network has been previously studied in e.g. [Kol02,
Lov04, Ped04]. In [Kol02] the study considered different network setups and
different packet scheduling strategies thus covering the tradeoff between user
fairness and cell throughput. It was found that HSDPA performance is affected
by multiple parameters, i.e. propagation environment, traffic characteristics and
resource allocation policies.

In [Lov04] the system performance and physical layer aspects of HSDPA
were considered using simulations. A comparison of HSDPA and Release ’99
system was done with different traffic models. The main conclusion was that
HSDPA offers 3 times better spectrum efficiency and cell and user throughput
than a Release ’99 system.

In [Tuo05] a spatial multiplexing approach to enhance the HSDPA system
performance was introduced. Using receive and transmit diversity along with
Per-Antenna Rate Control (PARC) a notable improvement in system performance
compared to single stream diversity methods was observed in both flat-fading
and frequency-selective fading channels. However, it was noticed that the im-
provement was mainly seen by users having high signal-to-interference ratios.

The MMSE chip-level equalizer receiver solution studied in this thesis was
introduced in [Kra00a] and its bit error rate (BER) performance was compared to
zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer and Rake receivers. It was found that MMSE equal-
izer BER performance is dramatically better than that of both ZF and Rake. These
three receiver structures were later studied further in [Kra00b] where the BER
performance comparison between antenna diversity and virtual channel diver-
sity obtained through oversampling in a single received signal was presented.
The obtained result was that spatial diversity is a more preferable solution than
oversampling diversity. Furthermore, MMSE once again out-performed ZF and
Rake receiver structures.

Linear intra-cell interference cancellation algorithms are previously stud-
ied also in [Hoo02] where the chip-level equalization in the WCDMA downlink
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before despreading was discussed. LMMSE and zero-forcing equalizer solution
were studied in link level. The results were compared to the performance of
the Rake receiver. The results showed significant performance improvements
of equalizer receivers over the conventional Rake receiver. On the other hand,
parallel interference cancellation (PIC) algorithms that mitigate the intra-cell in-
terference non-linearly was studied in [Div98].

There has also been a vast research in pursuit to suppress inter-cell inter-
ference efficiently. However, the studies have rarely considered the system level
performance. In [Sch02] the authors evaluated the system performance of a non-
linear iterative successive cancellation algorithm among Rake and LMMSE re-
ceivers. It was found that canceling inter-cell interference offers considerable
system level gains both in indoor and vehicular channels.

A recent study of the WCDMA system performance for dedicated channels
when a certain penetration of dual antenna terminals is assumed was presented
in [Ram02]. This analysis was extended in [Ven03] where in addition to dual
antennas chip equalizers are also considered. Clear capacity gains over conven-
tional Rake-based dual antenna reception were observed if the dual antenna ter-
minal penetration was high enough. In that study no code resource limitations
were considered as in the simulations conducted in this thesis. In [Wan02] and
[Lov03] the study was extended to the HSDPA network, where the Rake receiver
and the LMMSE equalizer performance with and without receive diversity was
analyzed. However, a quasi-static system level tool was used and hence no over-
head on handovers was considered.

In [Oss04] transmit diversity techniques CL Mode 1, STTD and a system
with two fixed beams were compared with system simulations. However, no re-
ceive diversity or advanced receivers were considered. Also in [Ram03] the sys-
tem performance of receive diversity and CL Mode 1 and STTD transmit diversity
schemes were studied with different packet scheduling strategies in HSDPA but
no advanced receivers were considered.

System level performance of open loop transmit diversity techniques in
combination with single and dual receive antennas in HSDPA were studied in
[Maj04] but no advanced receivers or closed loop transmit diversity were cov-
ered. Performance analysis of the LMMSE equalizer in combination with multi-
ple antenna schemes such as STTD and receive diversity was presented in [Pol04].
However, unlike the results presented in this thesis, the simulations were quasi-
static and closed loop Tx diversity performance was not considered.

Recently in [Oss05] and [Rin05], system level studies for HSDPA with and
without closed loop transmit diversity were presented. Based on those results
the authors raised concerns that the reduced interference predictability results in
an inherent problem for the CL Mode 1 to be used with HSDPA. Sudden inter-
ference fluctuations (termed a "flashlight" effect by the authors) together with the
assumptions used in the studies resulted in the scheduler to function improperly.
The results of [Oss05] and [Rin05] indicated that the usage of closed loop transmit
diversity in HSDPA network is not advantageous at the cell boundaries.

On the other hand, another HSDPA study [Ber04] suggested that the HS-
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DPA system is not impacted significantly by the increased interference variability
due to TxAA thanks to the efficient hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) op-
eration and inherent radio channel quality report errors of the system. This study
did not include fully dynamic simulations, like the results presented in this the-
sis, but were based on pre-calculated interference effects from detailed link level
studies.

Academic research has indicated MIMO transmission potential for high data
rates [Fos98, Tel99, Ges03, Gol03] and several MIMO candidates were proposed
for HSDPA in [3G07c]. The closed-loop MIMO schemes require knowledge of the
channel impact in the transmitter, and hence in theory the closed-loop schemes
have better performance than open-loop schemes. The D-TxAA benefits from
channel knowledge, but still keeps the uplink feedback reasonable. Open-loop
MIMO scheme was compared to receive diversity in [Lam05]. However, system
performance evaluation of closed loop MIMO schemes for HSDPA have not been
widely published. In [Hid06] D-TxAA was found to offer around 10 % gain in
user throughput over receive diversity in an urban microcell spatial channel.

In this thesis, the above mentioned studies are extended in various fields.
The receivers equipped with LMMSE chip-level equalizers with and without dual
antenna receive and/or transmit antennas are evaluated in a full HSDPA network
and present an analysis of the expected gains of different receiver - antenna di-
versity combination schemes over conventional single antenna Rake receiver in
realistic situations by using a dynamic WCDMA system-level tool. From trans-
mit diversity field an open loop concept called STTD is studied along with TxAA
single stream closed loop transmit diversity technique. Also the performance of
a closed loop MIMO technique D-TxAA is studied in a macro cell environment.
The macro cell environment is a challenging scenario for MIMO transmission,
because high signal to interference and noise ratios are experienced only near the
base station. This leads to single stream usage of D-TxAA scheme in most cases
and the gain of dual stream transmission is not achieved.

Both the code resource limitation and the most essential radio resource man-
agement algorithms are modeled in detail. The impact of different packet schedul-
ing strategies is considered. The study also covers different UE velocities to some
extent and channel power delay profiles in order to evaluate the robustness of
advanced receivers in different channel conditions.

Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that not all the receivers are advanced
ones immediately but the penetration of them in the network is an increasing
factor. Therefore the dynamic behavior of the system needs to be analyzed from
the network and end-user perspective, i.e. how much gain is seen in the cell
throughput when advanced receiver penetration is increased and how the fair-
ness of different users is maintained in terms of user throughput. The WCDMA
HSDPA network performance is thus evaluated also from this point of view by
assuming that the penetration of a certain advanced receiver type is gradually
increased in the network.

In this thesis it is also studied whether the claimed "flashlight" effect is
present in HSDPA network with closed loop transmit diversity. The study is done
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by means of dynamic system level simulations. Moreover, in the performed sim-
ulations the effect of intra-cell and inter-cell interference is explicitly modeled.
This is in contrast to the modeling in [Rin05] where the interference was based on
orthogonality matrix approximation.

1.3 Other articles

In addition to the included articles, the author of this thesis has also published
several other articles considering 3G system quality of service (QoS) which are
not included in this thesis.

1. E. Wallenius, T. Hämäläinen, T. Nihtilä, J. Puttonen, J. Joutsensalo, Simula-
tion Study on 3G and WLAN Interworking, IEICE Transactions on Commu-
nications, Vol. E89-B, No. 2, pp. 446-459, 2006.

2. E. Wallenius, T. Hämäläinen, T. Nihtilä, K. Luostarinen, J. Joutsensalo, 3G/4G
interworking with WLAN QoS 802.11e, Proceedings of the IEEE Semiannual
Vehicular Technology Conference, (VTC Fall 2003), October 2003, Orlando, USA.

3. T. Hämäläinen, E. Wallenius, T. Nihtilä, K. Luostarinen, End-to-End QoS
Issues at the Integrated WLAN and 3G Environments, Proceedings of the
9th Asia-Pacific Conference in Communications (APCC 2003), September 2003,
Penang, Malaysia.

4. T. Hämäläinen, E. Wallenius, T. Nihtilä, K. Luostarinen, Providing QoS at
the Integrated WLAN and 3G Environments, Proceedings of the 14th IEEE
International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications
(PIMRC 2003), October 2003, Beijing, China.

5. E. Wallenius, T. Hämäläinen, T. Nihtilä, J. Joutsensalo, 3G and WLAN In-
terworking QoS Solution, Proceedings of the 5th IEEE International Confer-
ence on Mobile and Wireless Communications Networks (MWCN 2003), Septem-
ber/October 2003, Singapore.

6. E. Wallenius, T. Hämäläinen, T. Nihtilä, J. Joutsensalo, Providing QoS in
3G-WLAN Environment with RSVP and DiffServ, Proceedings of the 1st In-
ternational Conference on E-business and Telecommunication Networks (ICETE
2004), August 2004, Setúbal, Portugal.

1.4 Outline

In chapter 2 an introduction to UMTS and WCDMA technology is presented first.
Then HSDPA concept and its features are discussed in more detail. In chapter 3
different UE receiver structures are presented and the mathematical modeling
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of them and the general WCDMA signal model are presented. In chapter 4 the
basics of receive and transmit antenna diversity are presented. Also different
techniques used in WCDMA and their modeling is presented and discussed in
detail. In chapter 5 the research tool is introduced and the achieved results are
presented. Finally, in chapter 6 conclusions are drawn.



2 HIGH SPEED DOWNLINK PACKET ACCESS IN
WCDMA

The HSDPA concept has been widely covered in [Hol06, Kol03, Par01] and the
physical layer aspects of it can be found in 3GPP specifications [3G01]. In this
chapter a brief introduction to HSDPA is presented. First, the general structure
and features of UMTS and its air interface WCDMA is covered in chapters 2.1
and 2.2, respectively. In chapter 2.3 the enhancements of HSDPA technology to
WCDMA downlink is presented.

2.1 UMTS architecture

The architecture of the UMTS system is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of such
logical network elements as core network (CN), user equipment (UE) and UMTS
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) [3G04b]. The core network is re-
sponsible for routing connections between external networks and UMTS. It is
connected to UTRAN via Iu interface. UTRAN handles all radio related func-
tionality in UMTS.

UTRAN includes one or more Radio Network Subsystems (RNS), which
consists of one Radio Network Controller (RNC) and at least one Node B (or base
station) [3G06b]. RNC owns and controls all Node Bs in its domain. RNCs are
connected to each other through the Iur interface and Node Bs to RNC via Iub
interace. UTRAN is ultimately connected to the UEs via the Uu interface, which
is the WCDMA air interface.

2.2 Basics of WCDMA

WCDMA physical layer has unique features that make it different from other
multiple access schemes. In this chapter the main characteristics of basic WCDMA
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FIGURE 1 UMTS architecture [3G04b, 3G06b].

operation specified in Release ’99 and Release 4 is discussed more thoroughly.

2.2.1 Code Division Multiple Access technology

In WCDMA user data bits are spread over a wide bandwidth by multiplying
them by pseudorandom spreading sequences consisting of very short duration
bits called chips. Different users data is spread with different chip sequences
(spreading codes) which have low cross-correlation values to each other. In the
downlink they are entirely orthogonal. As each user is operating on the same
frequency, their signals get mixed up at the receiver. Due to the low correlation
of the spreading codes each user data can be recovered from the received signal
by multiplying it with the same code used in spreading, hence the term Code
Division Multiple Access. The length of the spreading code per data bit is called
the spreading factor (SF). Channels maximum physical layer bit rate per code
channel is inversely proportional to the spreading factor.

The chip rate determines the operating bandwidth of the WCDMA system.
3.84MHz chip-rate maps into approximately 5 MHz bandwidth. The wide band-
width offers several benefits such as support for high data rates and increased
multipath diversity.

2.2.2 Power control

Spreading codes are used to separate different users in the uplink and different
channels in the downlink. As different transmissions use the same bandwidth,
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the signals interfere with each other. To minimize the interference in WCDMA
system the signal powers need to be controlled. The objective is to transmit with
minimal power that is needed to receive the signal with acceptable quality. As
channel variations cause the signal to fade very rapidly, the power control needs
to be fast in order to maintain a constant received power level at the receiver. In
WCDMA transmitter power is controlled by the inner loop power control at the
rate of 1500 Hz.

The inner loop power control is based on a closed loop algorithm. The re-
ceiver measures the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal and com-
pares that to the target. If the signal is below the target, the receiver tells the
transmitter to increase its power and vice versa. Outer loop power control is then
responsible for measuring the signal quality and altering the signal level target to
which the received signal is compared. Outer loop power control is adjusted in
10 ms intervals (after each received radio frame). If a frame is received correctly,
the SNR target is decreased. If an error occurs, target is increased.

2.2.3 Soft handover

As all Node Bs in WCDMA system are transmitting with the same frequency, this
allows a user to be connected to more than one Node B at a time. This connection
type is generally called soft handover. If a user measures that the power levels of
more than one sector belonging to the same or a different Node B are adequately
good, the user can establish a soft handover connection to them. The connection
to two or more sectors of the same Node B is called softer handover. If the con-
nection is between multiple sectors belonging to different Node Bs, it is called a
soft handover.

Soft/softer handover decreases both the uplink and downlink interference
levels. In the uplink the signal sent by the UE is received by multiple sectors.
Their received signals can be combined and thus the UE does not need to transmit
with as high power as if it would be connected only to a single sector. The same
effect takes place in the downlink. The sectors can transmit with lower power as
the UE can combine the received signals.

On the other hand, the code resources for one user need to be reserved from
multiple sectors and thus excessive soft handover connections can limit the ca-
pacity.

2.2.4 Release ’99 WCDMA downlink

Downlink packet data transmission is already supported in Release ’99. The
channel possibilities to use a packet data service in the specifications are

• Dedicated Channel (DCH),

• Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) and

• Forward Access Channel (FACH).
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DCH has a fixed spreading factor in the downlink i.e. it reserves the code ca-
pacity according to the maximum bit rate of the connection. This is not the most
efficient use of code resources since a lot of applications’ bit rate demands vary
significantly during the connection. With these applications a big portion of code
resources would be wasted during low activity periods.

DSCH always operates alongside DCH and it is meant mainly for packet
data. It’s has a dynamically varying SF in 10 ms periods. Its code resources can
be divided between users and it supports single code or multicode transmission.
DSCH can be fast power controlled with the associated DCH but it does not sup-
port soft handover.

FACH is operated normally on its own with a fixed spreading factor and
a rather high power to reach all users in the cell. FACH does not support fast
power control or soft handover [Hol06].

2.3 High Speed Downlink Packet Access

This chapter presents the basic architecture and features of WCDMA HSDPA con-
cept [Hol06, 3G06c]. HSDPA was introduced in 3GPP Release 5. The purpose was
to increase Release ’99 and Release 4 downlink packet data transmission perfor-
mance. Three new channels were introduced with HSDPA [3G05]. All the user
data is carried on the high speed downlink shared channel (HS-DSCH). Its as-
sociated control channel is the high speed shared control channel (HS-SCCH).
Uplink control channel is the high speed dedicated physical control channel (HS-
DPCCH). The channels are more thoroughly addressed in chapter 2.3.6.

As Release ’99 packet data transmission using DCH, DSCH and FACH chan-
nels can be considered as quite static and slow in nature, HSDPA offers a fast
and dynamic transmission scheme efficiently utilizing the potential inherent in
WCDMA technology. This is achieved through several advanced techniques pre-
sented in the following chapters.

2.3.1 Link adaptation

Basic WCDMA functionality in Release ’99 follows the changes in link quality
with fast power control and targets to keep the received downlink SNR equal
between different users. In HSDPA the spreading factor and the link power (if
static power allocation is used) of the user data channel are kept constant but
the quality of the link is tracked by the UE and reported to the Node B by the link
adaptation (LA) function in order to exploit and to adapt to the dynamic variations
in link quality.

Each UE sends a periodic channel quality indicator (CQI) message at each
transmission time interval (TTI) to the Node B. The CQI indicates the maximum
transport block the UE can receive with not more than 10 % error probability at
the current channel situation. UE measures the Common Pilot Channel (C-PICH)
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signal strength and sends an integer between 0 and 30 which corresponds to the
pilot carrier to interference ratio (C/I). Node B first compensates the CQI with
the power offset between the C-PICH and HS-DSCH. In Node B there is also a
link adaptation outer loop operational, which corrects the received CQI with a
specific correction factor [Ped04, Nak02]. The correction factor is altered based
on the success of past transmissions. If the error probability of sent transport
blocks is higher than the target, reported CQI is lowered to ensure a more reliable
transmission and vice versa.

2.3.2 Adaptive modulation and coding

HSDPA packet data transmission is based on the idea that link quality dictates
the amount of transmitted data. The user downlink bit rate is adjusted by adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC) and effective multicode operation according to the
CQI feedback from the UE.

FIGURE 2 Adaptive modulation and coding.

Modulation and coding scheme (MCS) or transport format and resource
combination (TFRC) of the next transmission to the UE is selected in Node B
according to the compensated and corrected CQI report sent by the UE, as de-
picted in Fig. 2. In good link conditions a higher MCS is selected, which can
transmit more bits but is more prone to errors. In poor channel conditions a more
robust MCS is used with the cost of throughput. Although AMC is a more com-
plicated functionality than fast power control, it offers power efficiency gain due
to the elimination of power control overhead [Kol03]. The means of adaptation
are transport block size, modulation scheme, effective coding rate (ECR), number
of used multicodes, and transmission power per code.

With a higher amount of multicodes a higher number of adjacent downlink
code channels can be used to transmit the information, thus achieving higher
throughput. The theoretical maximum number of available multicodes is equal
to the spreading code length, which is 16 with HS-DSCH but one code is reserved
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for common channels and the associated DCH. Thus, up to 15 multicodes can be
allocated for HSDPA user data transmission.

Two different modulation techniques are used in Release 5 HSDPA: quadra-
ture phase shift keying (QPSK) which is used also with DCH and a higher or-
der 16 phase quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM). QPSK is more robust
enduring lower channel quality whereas 16QAM offers higher throughput but
requires a higher signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) for good perfor-
mance.

However, in indoor situations the SINR can be so high that even with 16QAM,
highest ECR (lowest coding protection) and with highest amount of used multi-
codes the bit error probability is still lower than the target. This means that more
bits could be delivered with acceptable quality. Therefore, the superior signal
quality is not fully exploited and resources are wasted. In exceptionally good link
conditions 64QAM is an option to achieve larger transport block sizes than with
16QAM or QPSK. 3GPP Release 7 included the possibility to use 64QAM with
HS-DSCH [3G07b]. The constellation diagrams of QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM
are presented in Figure 3. 64QAM delivers most bits per symbol but the small-
est distance between adjacent symbols makes 64QAM also most susceptible to
symbol errors of the presented modulation schemes.

FIGURE 3 Modulation constellation diagrams and transmitted bits per symbol (n).

Another link adaptation technique is to change the coding rate of the trans-
mission according to the link quality. This means that the transmitted bit stream
is added with coding bits so that despite possible bit errors due to poor chan-
nel quality the original payload bits can still be retrieved from the received bit
stream. Higher coding protection results in a more error robust transmission but
naturally fewer number of payload bits can be delivered, which decreases the
achievable throughput.

If in exceptionally good channel conditions the error probability target is
not reached by using other adaptation techniques (modulation, number of multi-
codes, ECR) it is also possible to use lower the transmission power per code. This
does not increase the achieved bit rate but it decreases the interference caused to
other users.

The link adaptation dynamics for each UE depends on the UE capability to
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support the different adaptation techniques. Especially in the early phase of HS-
DPA deployment, all devices will not necessarily support, for example 16QAM
modulation or more than five parallel codes.

Table 2 presents the UE categories decided for 3GPP Release 7 and the max-
imum number of supported multicodes, supported modulations and their max-
imum ECR. Categories 9M and 10M terminals support MIMO mode operation
i.e. dual stream transmission where two transport blocks are transmitted simul-
taneously using the same multicodes. Thus, the 9M and 10M category MCSs
each have the same number of multicodes and the transport blocks for both
streams are allocated from the same table according to their individual CQI re-
ports. MIMO operation is more thoroughly addressed in chapter 4.2.4.

In Table 3 an example of an MCS table for UE categories 7 and 8 is pre-
sented. Category 7 and 8 UEs support a maximum of 10 multicodes used for
HSDPA. QPSK and 16QAM modulations are supported. As the link adaptation
dynamics are limited by the number of multicodes, in the high end of the MCS
table the reference power offset is taken into use with these UE categories. Ref-
erence power offset represents the power decrease per code compared to normal
power allocation per code.

TABLE 2 Terminal categories in HSDPA.

Terminal Maximum no. Modulations Maximum
category of multicodes supported ECR

1-6 5
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.75

7-8 10
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.75

9 12
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.75

10 15
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.89
11-12 5 QPSK 0.69

13 14
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.75
64QAM 0.80

14 15
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.75
64QAM 0.89

9M (∗ 15
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.77

10M (∗ 15
QPSK 0.69

16QAM 0.92
∗) For terminals supporting MIMO operation
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HS-DSCH physical layer transport block size per TTI (2 ms) can be derived
straight from the chip rate, spreading factor (SF=16 for HS-DSCH), modulation
(bits per symbol), effective coding rate and number of multicodes, as shown in
Eq. 1.

blockSize[bits] = chipRate
SF∗TTIsPerSecond ∗ bitsPerSymbol ∗ ECR ∗ noO f Codes

= 480 ∗ bitsPerSymbol ∗ ECR ∗ noO f Codes .
(1)

FIGURE 4 Allocated transport block size in relation to CQI value.

In Fig. 4 the relationship between the allocated transport block size and the
reported CQI value, which represents the signal quality, is presented for different
UE categories. It can be seen that the higher number of codes reserved for HSDPA
offers increasingly high throughput with better signal quality. With high SINR
values the performance of HSDPA can be severely limited by the code resources.

2.3.3 Fast physical layer retransmissions

Also the retransmission functionality has been improved in HSDPA. In Release ’99
the retransmissions of an incorrectly received packet are RNC controlled. This
causes signaling between the RNC and the Node B and results in long delays in
packet transmission. In HSDPA, an additional Medium Access Control (MAC)
entity, MAC-hs, has been added to Node B which is responsible for another ad-
vanced feature of HSDPA, fast physical layer retransmissions. Employing Node B
controlled retransmissions results in less delay jitter than with RNC controlled
retransmission scheme and it is very attractive for data services such as Trans-
mission Control Protocol (TCP). The retransmission functionality is depicted in
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TABLE 3 An example MCS table for category 7 and 8 UEs.

CQI value
Transport No. of Coding

Modulation
Reference

block size multicodes rate power
[bits] offset [dB]

1 137 1 0.14 QPSK 0
2 173 1 0.18 QPSK 0
3 233 1 0.24 QPSK 0
4 317 1 0.33 QPSK 0
5 377 1 0.39 QPSK 0
6 461 1 0.48 QPSK 0
7 650 2 0.34 QPSK 0
8 792 2 0.41 QPSK 0
9 931 2 0.48 QPSK 0

10 1262 3 0.44 QPSK 0
11 1483 3 0.51 QPSK 0
12 1742 3 0.60 QPSK 0
13 2279 4 0.59 QPSK 0
14 2583 4 0.67 QPSK 0
15 3319 5 0.69 QPSK 0
16 3565 5 0.37 16QAM 0
17 4189 5 0.44 16QAM 0
18 4664 5 0.49 16QAM 0
19 5287 5 0.55 16QAM 0
20 5887 5 0.61 16QAM 0
21 6554 5 0.68 16QAM 0
22 7168 5 0.75 16QAM 0
23 9719 7 0.72 16QAM 0
24 11418 8 0.74 16QAM 0
25 14411 10 0.75 16QAM 0
26 14411 10 0.75 16QAM -1
27 14411 10 0.75 16QAM -2
28 14411 10 0.75 16QAM -3
29 14411 10 0.75 16QAM -4
30 14411 10 0.75 16QAM -5
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Fig. 5. In the figure there is illustrated an example of the transmission strategy of
a Radio Link Control (RLC) Protocol Data Unit (PDU). The PDU is sent by RNC
to Node B to the UE specific PDU buffer. Node B constructs a HSDPA transport
block from RLC PDUs in the buffer and sends it to the UE.

When the transport block is successfully received, the UE sends an acknowl-
edgement (ACK) of the transport block to the Node B, which forwards the RLC
ACKs to RNC. If the transport block is not successfully received after the maxi-
mum number of retransmissions, an RLC negative acknowledgement (NACK) is
sent, which triggers the RLC retransmission of lost packet(s), if the RLC acknowl-
edgement mode is used. However, RLC retransmissions are usually needed only
in HSDPA sector handovers, which are hard handovers and some packet loss
might occur. Since the physical layer retransmissions are handled in Node B,
the ACK/NACK signaling can be executed between UE and Node B with very
minimal delay.

FIGURE 5 Retransmission functionality in HSDPA.

Due to the long delays in Release ’99 retransmission functionality the in-
formation of previous transmissions cannot be utilized at all when detecting re-
transmissions, making all transmission attempts totally independent. Due to the
small retransmission delay of HSDPA the utilization of the previous transmis-
sions is enabled. Using the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) functionality
the energy of different transmission attempts of a transport block can be com-
bined and thus be able to increase the probability to receive the transmission
correctly. Buffering the previous transmissions however requires memory from
the UE. The retransmission can be either identical to the first transmission which
is called chase combining (CC) [Cha85] or contain different bits compared with
channel encoder output that was received during the last transmission that is re-
ferred as incremental redundancy (IR). With IR one can achieve a diversity gain
as well as improved decoding efficiency. Performance and modeling of CC and
IR for system simulations are presented in [Fre02].
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2.3.4 Fast scheduling at Node B

HSDPA scheduling is quite different from the DCH scheduling. DCH reserves
code resources for the whole TTI according to the peak data rate of the connection
during the TTI. If the TTI period is long, the application may lower its data rate
demands during that and code resources are wasted.

To increase the efficiency of the resource allocation HSDPA transmission is
divided into short TTIs of 3 time slots (2 ms). The use of short TTI length enables
the dynamic resource sharing between users by the fast scheduling at Node B. With
HSDPA all usable data transmission resources are used for a single user at each
TTI separately. If a user has no data to transmit in a TTI, the resources of that TTI
are allocated to some other user with data to transmit.

2.3.5 Packet scheduler

The basic purpose of the packet scheduler is to share the HS-DSCH resources
between users eligible for receiving data. The scheduling decision of a user is
done in HSDPA by the packet scheduler and can be based on several issues:

• quality feedback from the UE,

• UE data reception capability,

• resource availability,

• data buffer status and

• quality of service (QoS) and priority of data.

The scheduling algorithm can be based on all or some of the listed items. How-
ever, the two main parameters of the scheduler is the importance of

1. maintaining efficient HS-DSCH utilization and

2. sharing resources fairly between users.

Either point would be easy to fulfill if the other part would not have to be taken
into account. Discarding the first clause, always scheduling the user with the best
signal quality maximizes the network throughput. Maximum carrier to interfer-
ence ratio (Max C/I) or maximum throughput scheduler is an implementation of
this. It allocates HS-DSCH resources solely to users with a high channel quality.
With this scheduler the worst signal quality users may never be scheduled.

On the other hand, highest order fairness is realized when every user is
scheduled equally no matter what their signal quality is at the moment of schedul-
ing. Round robin is this kind of scheduler in HSDPA.

In order to offer the best possible quality of service to all users while main-
taining efficient HS-DSCH utilization is a challenging task. One solution to this
task is to exploit the nature of multipath fading channels. When fading occurs
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the signal power variates from very low to very high. As users’ signals fade inde-
pendently it is always beneficial to allocate channel resources to the user whose
channel is at its peak. With this kind of scheduler the HSDPA system is able to
benefit from the short term variations of the channel and to utilize the multiuser
diversity gain inherent in fading channels.

Proportional fair scheduler

One scheduling algorithm which takes into account both the expected through-
put and the fairness of resource sharing is the proportional fair (PF) scheduler
[Hol00]. PF calculates a relative CQI (RCQI) for each user using the expected
throughput (signal quality) and the amount of previously transmitted data (fair-
ness) as parameters. The user which has the highest relative CQI is scheduled.
The relative CQI for user k at scheduling interval (TTI) n can be defined as

RCQIk[n] =
Rk[n]
Tk[n]

=
min

{
CQIk[n], Bk

tTTI

}
Tk[n]

, (2)

where Rk[n] is the user k’s supported throughput in the next TTI, Tk[n] is the av-
erage delivered user throughput in the past, Bk[n] is the amount of data pending
for user k at the current TTI, and tTTI is the TTI length, 2 ms. The amount of data
in the buffer for the user is taken into account in order to reduce the possibility
of wasted channel capacity due to the scheduling of a user with a low amount
of data in good channel conditions. The "min" function is disabled after 1 sec-
ond to avoid excess delays when buffer occupancy is low. The average delivered
throughput is calculated recursively as

Tk[n] =
(

1 − {Bk[n] > 0} · 1
Nk

)
Tk[n − 1] +

1
Nk

R′
k[n − 1] , (3)

where Nk is the forgetting factor, R′
k is the actual throughput transmitted to the

UE at the nth TTI. The {Bk[n] > 0} term is either 1 or 0 depending on whether
there is data in the Node B buffer for user k or not.

The forgetting factor is an important parameter in proportional fair schedul-
ing. It defines how much weight is given for signal quality and how much for the
fairness. With the forgetting factor, it can be decided whether PF scheduling be-
havior resembles more Max C/I or round robin scheduling.

The basic idea of the scheduling algorithm is presented in Fig. 6. In the fig-
ure UE 1 is scheduled first. As the expected throughput (signal strength) of UE
2 increases, it gets the scheduling turn at time t1 although UE 1 has a higher ex-
pected throughput. This is due to UE 2 having low average delivered throughput
which increases its priority metric over UE 1, which has high average delivered
throughput. As UE 2 signal strength decreases UE 3 gets the scheduling turn at
time t2 for the same reason over UEs 1 and 2. All the time UE 1 is not scheduled,
its average delivered throughput decreases. After UE 3 signal worsens, UE 1 gets
the scheduling turn back at time t3 due to its good signal quality in addition to
low average delivered throughput in the past.
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FIGURE 6 Proportional fair scheduling.

2.3.6 Channels in HSDPA

In this chapter the HSDPA user data channel HS-DSCH, its associated signaling
channel HS-SCCH and the uplink control channel HS-DPCCH are discussed.

High speed downlink shared channel

HS-DSCH is the user data channel in HSDPA. It is mapped to the high speed
physical downlink shared channel (HS-PDSCH) in the physical layer. The differ-
ences between main user data channel in Release ’99, DCH and HS-DSCH have
been listed in Table 4.

TABLE 4 Differences between DCH and HS-DSCH.

Feature DCH HS-DSCH
Spreading factor Variable, 4-512 Fixed, 16
Fast power control Yes No
Soft handover support Yes No
Multi-code operation Yes Yes, extended
Adaptive modulation and coding No Yes
Physical layer retransmissions No Yes
Node B based scheduling No Yes
Link adaptation No Yes
TTI length 10, 20, 40 or 80 ms 2 ms

Modulation QPSK
QPSK/16QAM/
64QAM
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High speed shared control channel

HS-SCCH is the associated signaling channel in HSDPA. The timing between HS-
SCCH and HS-DSCH is done so that HS-SCCH begins its transmission two time
slots before HS-DSCH to inform the UEs which of them is scheduled and to trans-
port demodulation information to the scheduled UE. The timing between HS-
DSCH and HS-SCCH is depicted in Fig. 7. Normally there is just one HS-SCCH
transmitted in a TTI but if more than one user is scheduled (i.e. code multiplex-
ing is used), a separate HS-SCCH has to be transmitted to all scheduled users.
HS-SCCH transmit power can be static or it can be power controlled. HS-SCCH
has a fixed spreading code of 128, which means that during one TTI (3 slots) it is
able to transmit 40 bits of data with QPSK modulation.

FIGURE 7 HS-SCCH and HS-DSCH timing.

HS-SCCH power control is needed to minimize the HS-DSCH interference
whilst maintaining adequate HS-SCCH signal quality. The 3GPP specifications
do not specify any power control mechanism for HS-SCCH. However, HS-SCCH
power control can be based on

• HS-DPCCH power control commands or

• CQI reports.

As associated DPCCH is power controlled by the UE, its information can be used
in setting the HS-SCCH power with an offset. Also the CQI reports are a good
indicator of the channel between Node B and the UE.

High speed dedicated physical channel

The high speed dedicated physical control channel is used for uplink signalling in
HSDPA. HS-DPCCH transmits CQI messages used in link adaptation function-
ality. Also packet acknowledgements (ACK) and negative acknowledgements
(NACK) are transmitted in this channel to be utilized in the HARQ operation.
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2.3.7 Radio resource management in RNC

Radio resource management (RRM) algorithms are needed to utilize the physical
layer improvements of HSDPA to ultimately benefit end users. RRM functional-
ity is divided between the RNC and Node B. At RNC, new HSDPA related RRM
algorithms are resource allocation, admission control and mobility management.

Resource allocation

Resource allocation is responsible for allocating power and channelization codes
to Node B for HSDPA in each cell. It is generally more advantageous to allocate
as many channelization codes for high speed physical downlink shared channel
(HS-PDSCH) as possible since the spectral efficiency of HS-DSCH is therefore
improved. Allocating more codes for HSDPA usage leaves less codes for other
channels. This might eventually result in call blocking of Release ’99 users. How-
ever, RNC may release HS-PDSCH codes rapidly in case of code congestion.

If HSDPA mobiles support fewer codes than what is available in Node B,
code multiplexing can be employed. After allocating resources to one UE, Node
B can allocate left over resources to other users, increasing the resource utilization
efficiency. Fig. 8 presents an example of scheduling and code resource allocation
when code multiplexing is enabled. After scheduling of the primary user the rest
or a portion of the leftover multicodes are allocated to another user. After the
scheduling of the secondary user there still might be unallocated code space left
if there is more codes left than what the users CQI report suggests to be used and
there is no users. On the other hand, the number of scheduled users per TTI is
limited only by the number of codes.

FIGURE 8 Example of code allocation with code multiplexing.

However, in most cases the most limited downlink transmission resource is
power. Power has to be allocated for common channels, such as physical com-
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mon pilot channel (P-CPICH) and DCH and also to HSDPA channels HS-SCCH
and HS-DSCH. Two options exist in power resource allocation between HSDPA
and common channels. The first option is to use static power allocation for HS-
DPA. Node B reserves some amount of power for HSDPA, which is distributed
between HS-DSCH and HS-SCCH. Common channels use the rest of the power
and cannot use HSDPA power even temporarily although HSDPA would be in-
active. RNC can update the static power allocation for HSDPA at any time. The
second option is to use dynamic power allocation in which Node B first allocates
power to common channels (C-PICH, associated DCH) and then allocates all un-
used power for HSDPA. Fig. 9 presents an example of both static and dynamic
power allocation modes. With dynamic power allocation the maximum Node
B transmission power can be achieved without the need for clipping common
channel powers.

Ultimately RNC is responsible for the quality of both DCH and HSDPA
calls. The power distribution between these two can therefore be done according
to call QoS parameters of both channels.

FIGURE 9 Power allocation with static and dynamic HSDPA power allocation (fixed
HS-SCCH power).

Admission control

As HSDPA is a shared channel concept, its admission control differs from Re-
lease ’99 decicated channel admission control. As different services do not co-
exist at the same TTI in the cell, new admission control algorithms are needed to
decide the acceptance of a new call request but at the same time to ensure ade-
quate transmission quality to existing users.

RNC uses Node B and UE measurements and parameters to make the deci-
sion for the new call request. These parameters and measurements are:

• total average Tx power of the cell,

• non-HSDPA Tx power of the cell,
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• HS-DSCH power needed to serve the HSDPA users,

• guaranteed bit rates of HSDPA users,

• requesting user pilot level,

• new user QoS attributes.

From these parameters RNC can estimate if the cell has enough available HSDPA
capacity to ensure the QoS for all users if a new call is accepted.

2.3.8 Mobility management

HSDPA transmission for a UE takes place in only one cell at a time. This cell is
called the serving HS-DSCH cell. The cell is selected by the RNC from the UEs
active set. No active set changes or updates are necessary for HSDPA operation.
The HSDPA transmission in a UE is totally independent of the cell connection
states of the DCH.

The RNC is responsible for changing the serving HS-DSCH sector according
to the UE measurements of the CPICH levels of the sectors in the active set. The
handoff can also be triggered by Node B if the measurements show degradation
in uplink quality. This is done in order to ensure reliable reception of CQI and
ACK/NACK messages in HS-DPCCH.

Fig. 10 presents the basic functionality of serving HS-DSCH sector change
in HSDPA triggered by the UEs measurements of the Ec/Io levels or the received
signal code power (RSCP) levels of the cells in the UEs active set. When another
active set sector pilot becomes stronger than the current serving HS-DSCH sector
pilot plus the hysteresis value, the RNC starts a handover timer. The hysteresis is
used to avoid a "ping pong" effect in handovers and also to specify a cell individ-
ual offset (CIO) to favour certain cells in order to extend their HSDPA coverage
in some scenarios.

If the pilot of the new cell stays stronger than the pilot of the current HS-
DSCH cell plus the hysteresis value for a time duration equal to "time-to-trigger",
the handover is initiated.

HSDPA supports both intra Node B and inter Node B handover procedure.
In intra cell handover there is a minimal interruption in data flow. The HARQ
process functionality stays uninterrupted. It means that every packet from the
old cell MAC-hs is moved to the new cell MAC-hs without any need for higher
layer retransmissions.

In inter Node B handover, the terminal flushes all the buffers and starts to
listen to the new base station. Also Node B flushes all the packets in its buffers,
including all unfinished HARQ processes, belonging to the UE that is handed
off. RLC layer retransmissions are needed for the lost packets during the han-
dover delay if the RLC acknowledged mode is used. In unacknowledged mode
there are no RLC retransmissions. In order to minimize the packet loss in the
RLC unacknowledged mode during the cell change the RNC can calculate accu-
rately the exact time of the handover and restrain in sending packets at the very
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FIGURE 10 HS-DSCH serving sector handover functionality.

last moment to the serving HS-DSCH cell being replaced. To minimize possible
further data loss the support of out-of-sequence PDUs was introduced in RLC
unacknowledged mode in Release 6 allowing the UTRAN to bi-cast the packets
to both the old and new serving HS-DSCH cells during the handover.



3 RECEIVER STRUCTURES

In this chapter the UE reception algorithms are addressed. First the basics of mul-
tipath radio channels are presented in chapter 3.1. The conventional rake receiver
structure and the mathematical modeling of it in the system simulator is covered
in chapter 3.2. The problems with intra- and inter-cell interference is explained in
chapters 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. As a solution to mitigate these, an advanced UE
reception algorithm, linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) chip-level
equalizer and its modeling issues are presented in chapter 3.5. More information
on advanced receiver structures can be found e.g. in [Lat99].

3.1 Multipath radio channels

Different reflections, diffractions and attenuation of the transmitted signal energy
caused by natural obstacles such as buildings and land forms characterize the
terrestrial radio channel. The same signal energy may arrive at the receiver via
multiple different paths at different time instants. This phenomenon defines the
multipath power delay profile of the channel. The profile represents a sort of
temporal impulse response of the channel, i.e. the impact of the channel to a
signal sent in one symbol time. The received replicas of the same transmitted
signal at different time instants are called taps.

Two example channel power delay profiles used in the simulations of this
thesis are presented in Table 5. The profiles are modified versions of Pedestrian A
(PedA) and Vehicular A (VehA) models presented originally by the International
Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) in [ITU97]. For
the sake of modeling and notational simplicity the profiles are modified so that
the delays match integer chips.

Fig. 11 depicts two different channel types, a frequency selective and a flat
fading channel. Multipath propagation has an effect on the frequency response
of the channel. From the power delay profiles of VehA and PedA it can be seen
that VehA represents a rich scattering environment with several multipaths. This
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leads to a frequency-selective channel. PedA has a strong tap at zero delay and
only one other weak path. Thus, PedA is more a flat-fading channel.

TABLE 5 Channel profile power delay profiles.

Channel profile Path delays [slots]
VehA 0 1 3 4 7 10
PedA 0 1

Path powers [dB]
VehA -3.1 -5.0 -10.4 -13.4 -13.9 -20.4
PedA -0.2 -13.5

FIGURE 11 Frequency selective and flat fading radio channels.

The taps are detected by sampling the channel at regular intervals. The
maximum sampling interval of the WCDMA receiver is the chip duration. When
using oversampling the receiver samples the channel more than once during a
single chip duration. In this thesis no oversampling is assumed. Fig. 12 presents
a multipath radio channel profile where the second and the third tap arrive at the
receiver within the same chip-time. Without oversampling the WCDMA receiver
cannot distinguish them and their energy is combined to form a single tap. If the
tap phases are different, they can be combined destructively. This effect manifests
itself as signal cancellation called fast fading.

The occurrence of fast fading is dependent on the lengths of the signal paths.
If two signal paths have a length difference of more than 78 meters (= speed of
light ÷ chip rate = 3.0 × 108 m/s ÷ 3.84 Mcps), they arrive at the receiver at two
different chip-times and can be separated. If the path length difference is shorter,
they arrive at the same chip duration and are seen as single tap, if they do not
cancel each other out.
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FIGURE 12 Example of a multipath radio channel.

3.1.1 Mathematical modeling of multipath radio channel

If it is assumed that there exists NRx Rx-antennas at UE the received chip se-
quence y equals

y = HTx + n , (4)

where H is the channel matrix between the transmitter and the receiver and the
transmitted chip stream x is

x = [x[t + F + L − D] · · · x[t] · · · x[t − D]]T (5)

and n is the noise vector consisting of the both the neighboring sector interference
and the thermal noise over the bandwidth. Here F is the length of the linear
filter, which models the receiver. The calculation of filter coefficients is discussed
in chapter 3. D is the delay parameter satisfying (0 ≤ D ≤ F) and L is the
delay spread of the channel normalized to the chip interval. Multiplication by the
(F + L)× (F × NRx) channel coefficient matrix H in Eq. 4 models the convolution
between the transmitted chips and the impulse response of the channel. Thus,

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

hNRx×(L+1)
0NRx×1 · · · 0NRx×1

0NRx×1 hNRx×(L+1)
· · · ...

...
... . . . 0NRx×1

0NRx×1 0NRx×1 0NRx×1 hNRx×(L+1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

, (6)

where h is the NRx × (L + 1) channel impulse response matrix defined by

h =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

h1[0] h1[1] · · · h1[L]
h2[0] h2[1] · · · h2[L]

...
... . . . ...

hNRx [0] hNRx [1] · · · hNRx [L]

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (7)

where hi[l] is the channel impulse of ith Rx-antenna at delay l.
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Signal reception

Using the signal model presented in chapter 3.1.1 the receiver can be defined with
a F × NRx chips long linear filter w which is used to obtain the chip estimate x̃ for
the transmitted chip sequence x i.e.

x̃ = wTy . (8)

The signal-to-interference and noise ratio at the output of a linear filter may
then be calculated by evaluating the power of the specific signal and noise terms
after the filtering as in [Kom00, Luc03]. These methods can directly be applied
when calculating the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the output of
the linear receiver. Thus,

SINR =
Sf Pch|wTHTδD|2

PtotwTHT δ̂D δ̂T
DH∗w∗ + wTCww∗ , (9)

where S f is the channel spreading factor, Pch is the channel transmit power and
Ptot is the total transmit power of the sector and

δD =
[

0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0
]T , (10)

which represents the delay of the equalizer. The left-most term in the divisor
models the intra-cell interference (i.e. inter-path interference) and right-most
term models the inter-cell interference and background noise. SINR is calculated
according to Eq. 9 for all linear receivers and the definition of w varies according
to the linear receiver type used. Moreover, in Eq. 9 δ̂D is a (F × F) matrix defined
by

δ̂D = diag(
[

1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1
]
) (11)

and it is used in the matrix product HT δ̂D δ̂T
DH∗ to extract the elements from the

channel matrix that are used in the inter-path interference calculation.
In Eq. 9 the (F × NRx) × (F × NRx) interference matrix

Cw =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

σ2
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 . . . 0 0 0 0
0 0 σ2

NRx
0 0 0

0 0 0 σ2
1 0 0

0 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 σ2

NRx

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (12)

where
σ2

j = I j
tot − I j

i , (13)

if the interference is assumed to be uncorrelated between the receive antennas.
The antenna-wise total downlink interference from all sectors to UE in Eq. 13 is
calculated as

I j
tot =

k

∑
i=1

I j
i + N0 , (14)
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where k is the number of sectors in the simulation area and N0 is thermal noise.
Finally, the downlink interference from one sector to observed UE is calculated
as

I j
i = PiLi

Ni

∑
l=1

(gi,l‖hj
i,l‖2), (15)

where Pi is the downlink transmission power in the sector i and Li is the slow
faded path loss between the UE and sector i. Ni is the number of multipath com-
ponents provided by the simulated environment in sector i, gi,l is the average
path gain of the lth component and hj

i,l is complex channel coefficient for sector i,
multipath component l and receive antenna j.

3.2 Rake receiver

If several taps arrive at the receiver more than one chip-time apart, these signals
can be separated and combined coherently in WCDMA. This is called multipath
diversity. Using the rake reception algorithm the multipaths can be combined and
multipath diversity obtained. The phases of rake reception algorithm is described
shortly in the following [Hol04].

1. Received taps are identified from the signal.

2. Correlation receivers, a.k.a. rake fingers are allocated to each tap.

3. Phase shift induced by the channel for each finger is tracked using a channel
estimation formed from the pilot symbol

4. Phase shifts are reversed.

5. Fingers are combined coherently.

The presented signal combining algorithm is also called Maximum Ratio Com-
bining (MRC). A block diagram of example three finger rake receiver is presented
in Fig. 13. Digitized input samples are received in the form of I and Q branches.
Code generators and a correlator perform the despreading and integration to user
data symbols. The phase rotator removes the channel effect to the received fin-
gers with the channel estimate provided by the channel estimator. The delay is
compensated by the difference in arrival times of the symbols in each finger. The
channel compensated symbols are then combined by the rake combiner thereby
providing multipath diversity against fading. The matched filter is used for de-
termining and updating the current multipath delay profile of the channel. This
measured delay profile is then used to assign the rake fingers to the largest peaks
[Hol04].

Multiple receive antennas can be applied by just adding additional rake fin-
gers to the antennas. This is the same as multiple paths received from a single
antenna. Thus, all the energy from multiple paths and antennas can be received.
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FIGURE 13 Rake receiver block diagram [Hol04].

From the receiver’s perspective, there is no essential difference between these two
forms of diversity reception.

3.2.1 Modeling of rake by linear filtering

For the rake receiver the linear filter coefficient vector w contains the rake com-
biner coefficients. In other words, the order of despreading and combining is
reversed to typical order of combining despread symbols i.e. w with NRx receive
antennas consists of conjugated channel coefficients (which are assumed to be
ideally known on the system level) and it can be written as

wrake = HHδD . (16)

3.3 Intra-cell interference

In WCDMA orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard spreading sequences are used to sepa-
rate the downlink channels from each other. Signals being orthogonal mean that
they are fully separated and can be received separately without any interference
to another like they were sent with different frequencies or times.

A bad feature of the orthogonal spreading sequences is that they have a
high cross-correlation with the delayed versions of themselves. This becomes a
problem if a data spread with code c1 at time instant t1 and another data spread
with code c2 at time instant t2 is received at the same time instant t3. Since the
transmission time instances of the two data are different, their spreading codes
are not fully orthogonal and the transmissions interfere with each other. This type
of interference eminating from the serving cell is called intra-cell interference or
Multiple Access Interference (MAI).
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FIGURE 14 Multiple access interference.

Fig. 14 presents the occurrence of MAI caused by the multipath propaga-
tion of the own channel signal. Although rake receiver can exploit the multipath
diversity by finding and combining taps of the same transmission arriving at
the receiver during several chip-times, the delayed versions of the desired signal
cause interference at the same time. Other channels transmitted by the serving
cell interfere the signal as well but are not depicted in the figure. The problem
of compromised orthogonality of the spreading codes occurs only in frequency-
selective channels, where several taps are received more than one chip-time apart.
In a flat-fading channel only a single tap arrives at the receiver, i.e. a sent signal is
received only once. Therefore, a similar problem with the signal delays does not
exist and the channels remain orthogonal. However, frequency-selective chan-
nels where MAI is a problem are very common in WCDMA networks and thus
advanced algorithms targeting to mitigate intra-cell interference are beneficial.

3.4 Inter-cell interference

The different scrambling codes, channel states and angles-of-arrivals (AOA) of
the neighboring base station signals affect the characteristics of the inter-cell in-
terference, which is dominant in cell border regions. The long scrambling codes
that are used to separate different base station signals are not orthogonal. Thus,
inter-cell interference is present regardless of the delay profile of the radio chan-
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nel, unlike intra-cell interference, which is present only in frequency-selective
channels. Due to the different nature of the inter-cell interference, mitigating
it by employing same methods than with intra-cell interference is not possible.
However, any interference can be suppressed from the signal if its effect can be
estimated. Thus, by estimating the interfering neighboring sector signals based
on their characteristics they also can be mitigated.

3.5 Linear MMSE chip-level equalizer

One option to mitigate the effect of MAI is to use chip-level equalization of the
channel. Linear Minimum Mean Squared Error (LMMSE) chip-level equalizer
can be used in frequency-selective channels to make the channel flat again and
restore the orthogonality lost due to time-shifts between the signals. A block
diagram of the general signal reception with channel equalization is presented in
Fig. 15. The received chip sequence y is basically the sent signal x influenced by
the channel h. Equalizer takes y as an input and uses it and the channel estimate
h̃ to form an estimate x̃ of the original sent signal. This estimate is then used in
despreading.

FIGURE 15 Block diagram of signal reception with channel equalization.

The benefit of LMMSE chip-level equalization is its simplicity and good per-
formance in frequency-selective channels. However the complexity of the equal-
izer is dependent on the delay spread of the channel. In channels with a larger
delay spread a much longer and thus more complex equalizer is needed. The
length of the delay spread is the limiting factor for the use of a chip-level equal-
izer in practice [Hoo03].

3.5.1 Modeling of equalizer by linear filtering

Chip-level equalization utilizes the channel information and MMSE criterion in
order to form a synchronized multi-user chip estimate prior to despreading. As
a by-product, the orthogonality between the channels which was lost due to dis-
persive channel is restored and hence, MAI is mitigated. After the chip-level
equalizer, the overall channel (convolution of the channel H and the equalizer
filter w) should be frequency non-selective again with 1 tap only.
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If the LMMSE solution in [Kra00a, Kra00b] is applied, the equalizer coeffi-
cient vector is

wLMMSE = C−1
w HH(HC−1

w HH + I)−1δD . (17)

Note that delay can be optimized for LMMSE as in [Kra00a].

3.5.2 Interference aware equalizer

With the signal model presented in Eq. 4 only the own sector channel is assumed
to be known and thus the equalizer is able to mitigate only the intra-cell interfer-
ence. Due to the random scrambling codes used at the interfering base stations
the inter-cell interference is assumed as white Gaussian noise having a known
variance at the receiver.

With interference aware equalizer, the channels between the UE and its
strongest interfering sectors (which give the highest contribution to inter-cell in-
terference seen by the UE) are assumed to be known. Thus, the channel matrices
for those sectors are constructed also and the received signal is filtered with equal-
izer coefficients. Note that sector index j in Eq. 18-21 and in Eq. 25-26 represents
how strong the interference power from UE point of view is, i.e. the lower the
index, the stronger the interference power. Hence, indexes between [1, NIBS] re-
fer to the strongest interfering base stations (sectors) taken into account. Sectors
with indexes between [NIBS + 1, k] assume white interference model, where k is
the total number of sectors in the simulation area. Thus, the signal model with
the partially colored inter-cell interference becomes

y = HTx +
NIBS

∑
j=1

(
HT

j xj

)
+ n , (18)

where Hj and xj are the channel matrix and the transmitted bit sequence of the
interfering base station j, respectively.

Linear filter coefficients

With interference aware LMMSE equalizer (I-LMMSE) the linear filter coefficient
vector w is calculated using the inverse of the covariance matrix Crr.

wI-LMMSE = C−1
rr MHδD , (19)

where the (FNRx) × (F + L) matrix M is defined by

M =

⎡
⎢⎣ HH

1
...

HH
NRx

⎤
⎥⎦ , (20)

where Hi is the own sector channel matrix from receive antenna i. Matrix M for
the interfering base stations can be constructed correspondingly. The (FNRx) ×
(FNRx) covariance matrix Crr is defined as
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Crr = PtotMMH +
NIBS

∑
j=1

Ptot,jMjMH
j + σ2I, (21)

where Ptot and Ptot,j are the total Tx powers of the serving sector and interfering
sector j, respectively. The white noise interference term

σ2I =

⎡
⎢⎣

I1 . . . 0

0 . . . 0
... 0 INRx

⎤
⎥⎦ , (22)

where Ii is the F × F white noise interference matrix of receive antenna i defined
by

Ii =

⎡
⎢⎣

σ2
i . . . 0

0 . . . 0
... 0 σ2

i

⎤
⎥⎦ , (23)

where σ2
i is the noise power of receive antenna i.

SINR calculation

The SINR calculation using white inter-cell interference was presented in Eq. 9.
Extension to colored noise can be derived from Eq. 18:

SINR =
Pch
∣∣wTHTδD

∣∣2
PtotwTHT δ̂D δ̂T

DH∗w∗ + Icolor + wTCww∗ , (24)

where Icolor is the colored interference of NIBS strongest base stations and is de-
fined as

Icolor =
NIBS

∑
j=1

Ptot,jwTHT
j H∗

j w∗ . (25)

The interference matrix Cw is otherwise similar to that in Eq. 12 but with this
model the sectors which interference is calculated explicitly are removed from
the white noise term as their contribution to inter-cell interference is modeled
realistically. Thus, the calculation of total downlink interference to UE antenna i
from all sectors which interference is assumed white is now defined by

Ii
tot =

k

∑
j=1+NIBS

Ii
j + N0, (26)

where k is the number of sectors in the simulation area and N0 is thermal noise.



4 ANTENNA DIVERSITY

Signal fading causes such large problems in wireless systems that the dependence
of just a single signal path can lead to significant performance degradation. One
option to mitigate the effect of signal fading is to use repetition in time domain.
This is a sort of insurance in case the channel is in a bad condition at the time of
signal transmission. By transmitting the signal also another time decreases the
probability that the signal is totally lost. If one signal is lost, there still exists a
copy or copies of the same signal and the signal can be recovered. Repetition of
the signal in time is called time diversity.

If the data transmission is very delay sensitive, it might not be possible to
use time diversity because the transmission of identical copies of the same signal
decreases the transmission rate of the new data. Therefore there is a need for
alternative method to achieve the same diversity order but not at the cost of the
data rate. One option to achieve this is to use spatial diversity, i.e. to transmit and
receive multiple copies of the same data at the same time in different locations.

The way to achieve spatial diversity in wireless systems is to use multiple
transmit and receive antennas. Channel fading is dependent on the spatial at-
tributes of the signal path between a transmit antenna and receive antenna. If
antennas are located sufficiently far apart and there are enough differences in the
scattering environment of the transmitted signals, each of them fades indepen-
dently. Thus, it is beneficial to offer multiple transmission paths to the signal in
order to combine more or less deteriorated signal copies at the receiver to form
one sufficiently good signal.

The order of diversity is dependent on the amount of transmit antennas
NTx and receive antennas NRx so that the diversity order is NTx × NRx. When
solely receive diversity is used, the scheme is referred to in this thesis as 1 ×
NRx scheme, where NRx > 1. A scheme with mere transmit diversity is referred
correspondingly NTx × 1. A scheme which employs both receive and transmit
antenna diversity (NTx × NRx) provides additional gain to 1 × NRx and NTx × 1
schemes. As there are significant differences between utilization of transmit and
receive antenna diversity, they will be discussed separately.

Fig. 16 presents the antenna diversity cases studied in this thesis. Maximum
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of two transmit or receive antennas are considered.

FIGURE 16 Studied transmit and receive antenna scenarios.

Transmit diversity techniques can further divide into single and multiple
stream techniques. This thesis considers single and dual stream closed loop trans-
mit diversity techniques, single and dual stream TxAA. D-TxAA is the chosen
Multiple Input - Multiple Output technique for HSDPA in 3GPP specification re-
lease 7.

4.1 Receive diversity

Multiple receive antennas can be implemented both in the base station and in the
UE in order to capture spatial receive diversity. In the base station Rx diversity
can easily be utilized to improve uplink capacity and coverage. However, receive
diversity in the user equipment has been traditionally considered troublesome
due to cost and space issues. Nevertheless, Rx diversity is one of the most effi-
cient diversity techniques and therefore a very intriguing option to improve data
transmission in the downlink.

In a system exploiting NRx antennas at the receiver (NRx > 1), the received
signal vector at time instant t can be noted as⎡

⎢⎣ y1[t]
...

yNRx [t]

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣ h1[t]

...
hNRx [t]

⎤
⎥⎦ x[t] +

⎡
⎢⎣ n1[t]

...
nNRx [t]

⎤
⎥⎦ , (27)

where x is the transmitted signal, hi and ni are the channel and the noise between
transmit antenna and receive antenna i. In other words, we receive NRx replicas
of the sent signal x and we can detect it from y1, . . . , yNRx .

Two types of gain are achieved in this kind of system, assuming that the
spatial characteristics of the paths from the transmit antenna to the receive an-
tennas differ sufficiently, resulting in NRx independent channels. The first gain
is a power gain which in theory grows linearly according to NRx. Power gain is
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achieved because of the fact that the one sent signal energy is received by NRx
antennas and the received powers can be combined.

Another gain is diversity gain. This gain comes from the assumption that
the transmitted signal fades independently in every path between the transmit
antenna and NRx receive antennas. This leads to decreased probability that the
overall received signal gain is low.

However, the diversity gain is only applicable when all the NRx signal paths
fade independently. If the paths are completely correlated, then only the power
gain is achieved with receive diversity.

4.2 Transmit diversity

The utilization of transmit diversity mainly increases the transmitter complex-
ity without the need for drastic hardware changes at the receiver. Hence, a sig-
nificant effort has been devoted in 3GPP to develop efficient transmit diversity
solutions to enhance downlink capacity.

When NTx transmit antennas (NTx > 1) and only one receive antenna is
used, the situation is more complicated than in a mere receive diversity scheme.
One can’t just transmit the same signal at the same time from all transmit anten-
nas although all the signal paths would fade independently. Due to the fact that
the antennas share the base station power, the transmitted signals have 1/NTx of
the power of the base station and thus no power gain would be attained at the
receiver.

Diversity gain can be attained with transmit diversity by transmitting the
same symbol at different times from different antennas. This means that only
one antenna transmits at a time instance and the rest are silent. This however is
mere repetition and does not utilize the whole potential of the additional transmit
antennas. As it is not feasible to send the same symbol at the same time instant
from several antennas, the gain of multiple antennas can be achieved by sending
more than one symbol at a time.

When using two transmit antennas, space-time block codes can be used to
achieve gain over mere time diversity without any knowledge of the channel.
Additionally, when the channel state information is present, transmit diversity
can provide quite significant gains over one branch transmission.

4.2.1 Space time transmit diversity (STTD)

The simplest and probably the most known space-time block coding scheme is
the Alamouti scheme [Ala98] or space time transmit diversity (STTD) which sup-
port is mandatory for the UE in UMTS [3G05]. The block diagram of STTD oper-
ation with single receiver antenna is presented in Fig. 17.

STTD operation can be summarized as follows ([Ala98], [Tse05], [Hot03]). In
STTD two symbols x1 and x2 are sent at one symbol period over antennas 1 and
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FIGURE 17 STTD transmit diversity operation block diagram [Ala98].

2, respectively. The same symbols are sent again in the next symbol period but
they are coded so that they are orthogonal at the receiver and can be combined
with the symbols received during the first period thus achieving both diversity
and power gain. At time instant 2, antenna 1 sends −x∗2 and antenna 2 sends
x∗1. Let’s assume that the channels remain constant over two symbols periods, i.e.
hi = hi[1] = hi[2], i = 1, 2. The received signal y at time instants 1 and 2 can be
written as [

y[1]
y[2]

]
=

1√
2

[
x1h1 + x2h2
x∗1h2 − x∗2h1

]
+
[

n[1]
n[2]

]
, (28)

where hi represents the channel gain from transmit antenna i to receive antenna
and n is the noise. The received symbol matrix is normalized by 1√

2
so that the

same power is used for STTD transmission as would be used if the symbols were
independently transmitted from one antenna. Conjugating the received signal
during the second symbol period the received signal equation can be written as

[
y[1]
y[2]∗

]
= H

[
x1
x2

]
+
[

n[1]
n[2]∗

]
, (29)

where

H =
1√
2

[
h1 h2
h∗2 −h∗1

]
. (30)

The space-time matched filtering proceeds by applying the Hermitian con-
jugate H on the received signal:
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HH
[

y[1]
y[2]∗

]
=
[

x̃1
x̃2

]
=

1
2

(
|h1|2 + |h2|2

) [ x1
x2

]
+
[

n[1]
n[2]∗

]
(31)

By employing space-time block coding the transmitted symbols pass through
orthogonal channels which do not interfere with each other. Thus, the energy
used on the symbols during two transmit periods can be combined forming space-
time matched filter soft outputs x̃1 and x̃2. They can then be used as input for
the hard decision maker e.g. maximum likelihood sequence detector which ulti-
mately forms the transmitted symbol estimates x̂1 and x̂2.

As the transmit power is divided into two symbols, we do not get the sim-
ilar power gain as in receive diversity, where the received power was linearly
dependent on the number of receive antennas. Using STTD we get power gain
over repetition coding as lower power is needed per symbol.

Channel model and SINR calculation with STTD

STTD operation changes the channel coefficient matrix definition of the general
signal model presented in chapter 3.1.1. As two transmit antennas are used and
two separate signals are transmitted, they have to be taken into account. Hence,
the channel matrix definition becomes

H =
[

H1
H2

]
. (32)

Two receiver filters w1 and w2 are used in computing separately the two
SINRs, noted as S1/I1 and S2/I2. Filters are defined similarly for both Rake and
LMMSE equalizer as defined in chapter 3. After STTD decoding, only one SINR
is obtained.

The form of instantaneous SINR of antenna i has the form

Si

Ii
=

S f PHS−DSCH|wT
i HT

i δD|2
|wT

i HT
i δ̂D|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Iintra

+ |wT
i HT

j δ̂D|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ij

+ wT
i σ2

nw∗
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

Iinter

, (33)

where j = 2 when i = 1 and vice versa, Sf is the spreading factor, PHS-DSCH is the
HS-DSCH transmit power, Iintra is the intra-cell interference and Ij is the interfer-
ence from antenna j. Iinter is the inter-cell interference consisting of neighboring
cell interference and also the system noise.

We denote the convolution between the channel coefficients (ci, i = 1, 2)
and the filter coefficients (wi, i = 1, 2) with a1 and a2, having the form of ai =
ci ⊗ wi, i = 1, 2, where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation. The final SINR
after decoding contains the contribution of antenna 1 weighted by a1 and also
the contribution of antenna 2 weighted by a2. Thus, the ratio between the signal
component S and the interference component I will express the final SINR.

An intuitive form of the received signal might be expressed as
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r = a1(
√

S1x + n1) + a2(
√

S2x + n2), (34)

where x is the amplitude of the combined received signal, n1 and n2 are the cor-
responding noise levels and i is the Tx antenna index. Due to the coherent com-
bining of the signal components S1 and S2 and also due to the non-coherent com-
bining of the interference component I1 and I2, the SINR is expressed as

SINR =
S
I

=
(a1

√
S1 + a2

√
S2)2

a2
1 I1 + a2

2 I2
. (35)

4.2.2 Closed loop transmit diversity

Channel state information (CSI) can be utilized effectively if it is known at the
transmitter before transmission. By knowing the effect of the channel to trans-
mitted signal it can be reduced or even canceled. However, to achieve CSI the
transmitter needs constant feedback from the receiving entity.

Generally, in closed loop transmit diversity (CLTD) a signal is transmitted
during one symbol period from all transmit antennas. The phases of the signals
sent from each antenna are weighted according to the receiver feedback in order
to exploit the phase shift caused by the channel and to turn its effect in favor.

When the expected phase shift is known the sent signal phases can be al-
tered the way that all sent signals arrive at the receiver in-phase and thus they
can be combined constructively. The form of the received signal y at time instant
t can be written as

y[t] =

(
NTx

∑
i=1

wi[t]hi[t]

)
x[t] + n[t] , (36)

where wi[t] is the applied complex weight and hi[t] is the channel impact between
the receiver and transmit antenna i at time instant t. In this thesis only the two
transmit antenna scheme is considered. When two transmit antennas are used the
weight applied to antenna 1 remains constant and only the phase of the second
antenna is altered. Ideally, weight w2 should be selected so that the phases of
w1[t]h1[t] and w2[t]h2[t] are the same.

The correct behavior of closed loop transmit diversity demands that the
channel state information is correct and up to date. Many phenomenons degrade
the performance of CLTD. Firstly, feedback is subject to errors due to uplink chan-
nel imperfections. Incorrect feedback results in incorrect phase shifts of the sec-
ond signal and the received signals can be combined destructively at the receiver.
Also, there is a delay between the measurement of the channel in the receiver and
the usage of the CSI. If the channel changes rapidly, the CSI is not up to date and
becomes useless. Therefore, the coherence time of the channel must be longer
than the feedback delay. Closed loop transmit diversity might not give gain with
high mobile velocities due to rapid channel variations.
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FIGURE 18 Single stream TxAA operation block diagram [3G04a].

4.2.3 Single stream Transmit Antenna Array (TxAA)

Single stream TxAA (or Closed Loop Mode 1) operation block diagram for two
transmit antennas is presented in Fig. 18. There the transmitted pilot signals from
antennas 1 and 2 are weighted with the antenna specific weighting factor w1 and
w2, respectively. The signals pass through multipath fading downlink channel.
The receiving entity calculates the optimal factor w2 for transmit antenna 2 from
the received signals. The weight is then sent to the transmitter. As there are only a
limited amount of feedback bits available to be used in realistic implementations
of CLTD, the amount of phase rotation possibilities is also limited. In TxAA the
weight for antenna 1 is constant 1/

√
2 and for antenna 2 the weight w2 used in

slot t + 1 is calculated from two consecutive feedback bits sent by the UE so that

w2[t + 1] = 1/
√

2ejφ[t] , (37)

where
φ[t] = arg(j t mod 2 sgn(y[t]) + j (t−1) mod 2 sgn(y[t − 1])) , (38)

where y[t] is the feedback command received in slot t [Hot03]. The sign function
in Eq. 38 is used to quantize each received feedback bit. Simplified, each feedback
bit represents either the real or the imaginary part of the feedback weight. The
base station constructs the feedback weight by filtering the feedback bits over two
slots using a sliding window. The resulted phase constellation has four states.
Since all consecutive feedback weights use one common feedback bit, the next
transmit weight either remains unchanged from the previous or jumps to the
neighboring state, as shown in Fig. 19.

Feedback weight verification

As mentioned earlier, the sent feedback bits are prone to errors when transmitted
through the uplink channel. This is due to the fact that the bits are sent uncoded
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FIGURE 19 Phase constellation in TxAA [Hot03].

to the base station in order to reduce feedback delay and uplink signaling capac-
ity. In case of feedback error, the used weight w2 is different from the weight
signaled by the UE. This imposes performance degradation in two ways. First,
the signal combining gain is reduced since the used weight and thus the phase
of the sent signal from antenna 2 is not the optimal calculated by the UE. Second,
the common channel estimates h1 and h2 cannot be reliably combined to obtain a
reliable estimate for the dedicated channel.

There are several weight verification formulations which are used to solve
the mentioned problem. One option is to compare the dedicated and common
channel estimates. This was presented in [Hot03]. In the CL Mode 1 studies
presented in this thesis, uplink signaling errors and weight verification are not
considered.

Channel model and SINR calculation with single stream TxAA

Using TxAA only one signal is transmitted but it is sent through two paths with
different beamforming weights. Thus in order to calculate the SINR the beam-
formed channel matrix HBF must be defined:

HBF =
NTx

∑
j=1

wjHj , (39)

where wj is the Tx-weight and Hj is the channel matrix of Tx-antenna j.
Assuming that TxAA is used for HS-DSCH and for the associated DCH and

other channels are transmitted using STTD, the transmit powers can be marked
as:

PBF = PHS-DSCH + PDCH ,
Pomni = Ptot − PBF .

(40)

Then SINR for HS-DSCH in the UE receiver for TxAA is calculated as:
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SINR =
S f PHS-DSCH|wTHT

BFδD|2
PBF|wTHT

BF δ̂D|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iintra

+Iomni + wTCww∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iinter

, (41)

where receiver filters for both Rake and LMMSE equalizer are defined otherwise
similarly as in chapter 3 but the beamformed channel matrix is used in the filter
coefficient calculation. Multipath interference from the non-beamformed chan-
nels (omni-interference) is defined as

Iomni =
1
2
· PomniwT(

NTx

∑
n=1

HT
n δ̂D δ̂T

DH∗
n)w∗ . (42)

Explicit modeling of inter-cell interference

Iinter in Eq. 41 presents the inter-cell interference contribution. Note that the im-
pact of set/changed Tx-weights in the neighboring sectors can be modeled ex-
plicitly.

Taking into account that TxAA is used also in the neighboring sectors, the
total downlink interference from sector i can be divided into beamformed and
non-beamformed interference. The total power Ptot,i from sector i excluding com-
mon pilot power is assumed to be weighted according to the current HSDPA user
in sector i and only common pilot power is assumed to cause non-beamformed
interference. Thus beamformed interference from sector i is given as

IBF
i,j =

1
2
(Ptot,i − Ppilot)Li

Ni

∑
l=1

(
gi,l

(
‖w1,ih

j
1,i,l + w2,ih

j
2,i,l‖2

))
, (43)

where Ptot,i is the total downlink transmission power and Ppilot is common pilot
power in sector i and Li is the slow faded path loss between the terminal and
sector i. Ni is the number of multipath components provided by the simulated
environment without diversity in sector i, gi,l is the average path gain of the lth

component, hj
1,i,l and hj

2,i,l are the complex channel coefficients for two Tx anten-
nas of sector i, receive antenna j and multipath component l. w1,i and w2,i are
transmit weights for antennas 1 and 2 in sector i for the scheduled HSDPA user.
n0 is thermal noise.

Interference from common pilot channel is given as

Iomni
i,j =

1
2

PpilotLi

Ni

∑
l=1

(
gi,l

(
‖hj

1,i,l‖2 + ‖hj
2,i,l‖2

))
. (44)

This leads to total downlink interference from all the sectors as

I j
tot =

k

∑
i=1

(
Iomni
i,j + IBF

i,j

)
+ n0 . (45)
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4.2.4 Dual stream TxAA

In 3GPP Release 7 the peak data rate of HSDPA increased by introducing the
support for MIMO usage with HS-DSCH. 3GPP extended the TxAA transmit
diversity scheme of Release 99 WCDMA to a full MIMO approach including
spatial multiplexing. The approach is called D-TxAA. With D-TxAA up to two
data streams (transport blocks) can be transmitted simultaneously over the radio
channel using the same channelization codes. Each transport block is processed
and channel coded separately. After spreading and scrambling, the transmitted
streams are precoded based on weight factors to optimize the signal for transmis-
sion over the radio channel.

Generally in D-TxAA the UE data in the transmission buffer at the Node B
can be sent through either one or two independent data streams on the physical
layer. The UE measures the channel quality between all Tx antennas and the UE
separately. Separate CQIs are sent for single stream mode and both streams for
dual stream mode.

As the Node B schedules the UEs a transmission mode (single or dual stream)
which maximizes the achievable throughput is selected. The Node B informs
the UE of the used transmission format(s) in HS-SCCH. Only a single HS-SCCH
transport block is sent. Node B then allocates independent MCSs for the stream(s)
according to the reported CQIs.

The base station weighs the transmitted HS-DSCH signal(s) according to the
receiver feedback and transmits the used precoding weight(s) in HS-SCCH to the
receiver, eliminating the need for antenna verification.

If single stream mode is selected, the D-TxAA falls back to basic TxAA op-
eration. In case of dual stream mode the form of the received signal yi of stream
i at time instant t can be written as

yi[t] =

(
NTx

∑
j=1

wi+2(j−1)[t]hj[t]

)
xi[t] + ni[t] , (46)

where hj[t] is the channel impact between the receiver and transmit antenna j at
time instant t. It should be noted that the noise ni[t] includes the interference of
the parallel stream. Precoding weight wk is selected so that

w1 = w3 = 1/
√

(2) ,
w4 = −w2 ,

w2 =
[

1+j
2 , 1−j

2 , −1+j
2 , −1−j

2

]
.

(47)

Fig. 20 presents the generic structure of D-TxAA transmitter. The receiver is
practically the same as with single stream TxAA, shown in Fig. 18. The receiver
only calculates and reports the optimal weight w2.

Fig. 21 presents the achievable throughput of each MCS in single and dual
stream mode. All single stream transmissions are allocated a single stream MCS.
If scheduler decides to use dual stream transmission for a UE, dual stream MCSs
are allocated for both streams according to their individual reported CQIs. Hence
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FIGURE 20 The generic downlink transmitter structure to support MIMO operation for
HS-DSCH transmission.

FIGURE 21 Achievable HS-DSCH throughput with single and dual stream MCSs. Used
modulation indicated.

if both streams are allocated the highest dual stream MCS, the achievable bit rate
is doubled compared to single stream.

Channel model and SINR calculation with dual stream TxAA

In MIMO transmission the receiver consists of two LMMSE equalizer filters, w1
and w2, for the primary and for the secondary data stream, respectively. LMMSE
solution [Kra00a, Kra00b] leads to equalizer coefficients

[w1 w2] = C−1
w HH

BF(PtotHBFC−1
w HH

BF + I)−1δD . (48)

The definition of the coefficients is done similarly as in chapter 3. The combined
beamformed channel matrix of both transmit antennas HBF is defined by
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HBF =
[

HBF,1
HBF,2

]
, (49)

where HBF,i is the beamformed channel matrix of stream i defined by

HBF,i =
NTx

∑
j=1

wi+2(j−1)Hj, (50)

where Hj is the channel matrix between antenna j and the receiver and wk is one
the precoding weights.

SINR calculation is done separately in single and dual stream modes. In
dual stream mode the interference of the other stream must be taken into ac-
count. SINR for primary stream, assuming only HS-DSCH power is transmitted
through the beam, non-beamformed power Pomni = Ptot − PHS-DSCH is divided
evenly between the transmit antennas and only the primary stream is active, is
calculated otherwise similarly as in TxAA case (Eq. 41) but now the beamformed
power consists only of HS-DSCH power.

Assuming both streams are active, the code-wise SINR for primary stream
becomes

SINR1 =
S f
Nc

PBF · |wT
1 HT

BF,1δD(1)|2⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

PBF · |wT
1 HT

BF,1δ̂D(1)|2 + Iomni + 2 · w1
TCww1

∗+
S f

Nc
PBF · |wT

1 HT
BF,2δD(1)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Iother

+ PBF · |wT
1 HT

BF,2δ̂D(1)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Imultipath
other

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (51)

where Nc is the number of codes, Iother is the interference from the other stream af-
ter despreading and Imultipath

other is the multipath interference from the other stream.
The non-beamformed interference Iomni is defined as in Eq. 42. SINR2 for sec-
ondary stream is calculated correspondingly.



5 ACHIEVED RESULTS

In this chapter the used research method and the research scenario are introduced
firstly in chapters 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The achieved results are analyzed in
chapter 5.3.

5.1 Research tool

The performance evaluation of different receiver schemes along with receive and
transmit antenna diversity is done by means of extensive system simulations us-
ing a fully dynamic WCDMA system simulator. The simulator is previously pre-
sented in [Häm03]. It is a comprehensive dynamic WCDMA network simulation
tool, which is comprised of a detailed model of the physical layer, radio resource
management (RRM) and part of the upper layers of a WCDMA radio access net-
work. Also detailed HSDPA and advanced receiver functionality has been added
later to this system simulator [Kur05].

The conducted simulations are divided into separate link and system level
parts in order to minimize the complexity of the simulator and the simulation
time. In the link level simulations the modeling of the transmission between the
Node B and a single terminal is done in a very detailed manner. The resulting
data is used in the system simulations through a so called actual value interface
(AVI). The AVI principle has been previously presented in [Häm97].

The overall simulator flow is as follows.

1. Initialization. All static objects are created (simulation scenario, RNCs and
Node Bs).

2. Warm up. Some amount of calls are generated to achieve an initial load in
the network.

3. Simulation runs. Calls are being created according to a homogeneous Pois-
son process. Power levels, interference and signal to noise ratios are calcu-
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lated every slot. Statistics are saved slot wise or more sparsely depending
on the parameters.

4. Finish. Last statistics are saved and all objects are destroyed.

5.2 Simulation scenario

Two kinds of simulation scenarios were used in the studies. A wrap-around
macro cell scenario and a combined macro-femto cell scenario.

5.2.1 Wrap-around macro scenario

First of the simulated HSDPA network in articles PI-PVII and PX is presented in
Fig. 22. It consists of 7 base station sites with 3 sectors each resulting in a layout
of 21 hexagonal cells which are numbered in the figure. In this thesis a cell refers
to the service area of one sector. The scenario a so called wrap-around scenario,
where the UE mobility is limited around the center cells, but the cell transmis-
sions are replicated outside the mobility area to offer more realistic interference
situation for every UE in the network. A UE is able to make a handover to the
outer cells but if it moves outside the mobility area, its position is moved to the
opposite side of the mobility area. The wrap-around simulation methodology has
been more thoroughly discussed in [Hyt01].

The inter-site distance is 2800 meters and the theoretical cell border is calcu-
lated as the farthest point of the cell from its base station site. The cell radius is
933 meters. Propagation model is a modified Okumura-Hata model presented in
[3G01]. It is defined by

L[dB] = 128.1 + 37.6 log 10(R[km]). (52)

Log-normally distributed slow fading has a 8 dB standard deviation and
a spatial correlation distance of 50 meters. Used channel profiles are modified
Pedestrian A and Vehicular A. The power delay profiles are modified from the
original ITU power delay profiles so that the delay between paths equals at least
one chip-time. Average path powers in Pedestrian A channel are in decibels [-0.2,
-13.5] and in Vehicular A channel [-3.1, -5.0, -10.4, -13.4, -13.9, -20.4]. The delays
of the channel profiles are [0, 1] slots for PedA and [0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 10] slots for
VehA. MAC-hs packet scheduling is based on round robin and proportional fair
scheduling algorithms without code-multiplexing, i.e. only one UE is scheduled
per TTI. The maximum numbers of HS-DSCH codes are 5 and 10 with spread-
ing factor 16. HS-DSCH power is 14 W, which is 70 % of the total base station
transmission power. One code is allocated for HS-SCCH with spreading factor
of 128 and HS-SCCH is ideally decoded. HS-DSCH link adaptation is based on
the UE reported channel quality indicators (CQIs) (inner loop) and UE reported
ACK/NACKs from past retransmissions (outer loop). CQI measurement error
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FIGURE 22 Simulation scenario.

standard deviation is 1 dB. Aimed block error rate (BLER) target for the first
transmission is 30 % and outer loop link adaptation is used to control the BLER
target. CQI tables are throughput optimized with BLER target of 30 %. Six paral-
lel stop-and-wait (SAW) channels are used for the Hybrid ARQ and maximum of
4 retransmissions are allowed per transport block. Chase Combining is used for
the retransmissions [Cha85].

Signaling of CQI on the uplink HS-DPCCH is modeled with a fixed delay of
1 TTI and with ideal decoding. Probabilities of erroneous acknowledgement in-
terpretations are 0.01 (ACK as NACK or DTX as ACK) and 0.001 (NACK as ACK).
DTX as ACK (discontinuous transmission) means that no acknowledgement is
sent due to erroneous reception of HS-SCCH but the transmitter interprets this as
an acknowledgement.

Mobility and traffic models are based on [3G98] and default UE velocity is
3 km/h. Traffic model is a modified web browsing model in which the users do
not have a reading time during a download session i.e. they only have one packet
call per session. Simulation time is 6 minutes. The call arrival rate in the network
is 140 calls per second and the packet call size determined by

PacketSize = min(P, m) , (53)
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where P is normal Pareto distributed random variable (α=1.1, k=21500 bytes) and
m=5000000 bytes, which is the maximum allowed packet size. Using these pa-
rameters the average packet call size is 112 kilobytes. Thus, the total average
offered load per cell can be calculated as A ∗ B/C, where A is the call arrival rate,
B is the average packet call size and C is the number of cells in the network. In the
simulations the average offered load per cell is approximately 6 Mbps. New calls
are generated according to homogeneous Poisson process and the offered traf-
fic is high enough to have almost 100 % utilization of the HS-DSCH. Admission
control allows up to 16 HSDPA users per cell.

5.2.2 Combined macro-femto cell scenario

A combined macro and indoor scenario was used in articles PVIII-PIX. The sce-
nario layout is presented in Fig. 23. 18 macro base transceiver stations (BTSs) are
situated with inter-site distance of 2800 meters. On top of 6 central cells there is
a mobility area of approximately 6.9 km2 where the users move. In the mobility
area there are 37 buildings having uniform separation to their neighboring build-
ings. Building layout and a mobility area surrounding it is depicted in Fig. 24.
The area of a single building is 300 m2. Each building is equipped with a femto
BTS, which is situated at the center of the building. Building walls do not restrict
users’ mobility but they do affect the signal propagation.

In the simulations two kinds of users are created in the network: macro
users and dedicated indoor users. Macro users are created randomly around the
mobility area and their mobility is restricted only inside it. They can enter and
exit the buildings and their mobility areas. Indoor users are created randomly to
building mobility areas and their mobility is limited inside the area in which they
are created. It should be noted that UEs that are created in the building mobility
area are referred as indoor UEs in this paper, although they may also be outdoors
inside the building mobility area.

A user is allowed to connect to any of the femto BTSs and the 6 central macro
BTSs and is allowed to make handover from one to another. However, as femto
cells are intended to be used by a dedicated group of users only, access restriction
of unauthorized users to femto cells were modeled by limiting the maximum HS-
DPA queue length to 3 users. The surrounding 12 macro BTSs are interferers, i.e.
they only create HSDPA transmission-like interference and a UE cannot establish
a connection or make a handover to them. The macro and femto BTS parameters
are presented in Table 6. The packet call size is calculated similarly as in Eq. 53
but now k=50000 bytes, resulting in average packet call size of 2345 kilobytes, as
shown in Table 6.

Signal propagation and channel model

Macro propagation is the same as presented in Eq. 52. Indoor propagation is
modeled with a modified COST 231 multi-wall model [Dam98] without the effect
of floor attenuation (since the buildings have only one floor) defined by
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FIGURE 23 Combined macro and indoor scenario. Building grid and macro mobility
area (dashed line) depicted at the center.

L[dB] = 37 + 3.2 · 10 log10(R[m]) + Lwnw, (54)

where 37 dB constant is the path loss at reference distance 1 m, R is the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver in meters, nw is the number of indoor
walls between them and Lw is the attenuation of an indoor wall. Used wall atten-
uation parameters along with other main simulation parameters different from
wrap-around macro scenario are presented in Table 7.

In the scenario there are different situations where the UE and the BTS can
be located in relation to each other. The signal propagation must be calculated
individually in each of them:

• BTS and UE both outdoors: Macro model

• Other outdoors, other indoors: Macro model + external wall loss

• Both indoors and in the same building: Indoor model

• Both indoors but in different buildings: Macro model + 2 × external wall loss

Also the used channel model is twofold, as the UE and BTS locations are con-
sidered: if both UE and BTS are in the same building, ITU Pedestrian A channel
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FIGURE 24 Building layout and building mobility area (dashed line). Femto BTS loca-
tion depicted in the center.

TABLE 6 BTS parameters.
Macro BTS Femto BTS

No of BTSs 6 serving, 12 interfering 37
Site separation 2800 m 467 m
Antenna type 3-sector omni-directional
Max Tx power 43 dBm 15 dBm
Pilot power 33 dBm 4 dBm
HS-DSCH power 70 % of total BTS Tx power

HS-SCCH power
Power controlled.

Max. 10 % of total BTS Tx power
Max. HSDPA

16 3
queue length
Interferer Tx power 41.5 dBm -
Interferer

80 % -
average activity

model is used. Otherwise, the model is Vehicular A. In the sake of modeling sim-
plicity both channel model power delay profiles are modified so that the delays
are integer chips.

5.3 Simulation result analysis

The objective of this thesis is firstly to analyze the WCDMA HSDPA network per-
formance when advanced receivers, namely LMMSE chip-level linear equalizers
are used in UEs. The analysis also extends to different antenna diversity meth-
ods thus studying the effect of using receive diversity at the UE and different
transmit diversity techniques at Node B. Dynamic system level simulations are
conducted with different advanced receiver penetrations which are compared to
the results with a basic single rake receiver. Different fading (UE velocity), multi-
path propagation conditions (Pedestrian A and Vehicular A channels), radio cell
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TABLE 7 Simulation parameters.
Slow fading spatial

5 m
correlation

Channel profile
PedA, if UE and BTS
in the same building

VehA, otherwise
Packet scheduler Proportional fair
Max no. of multicodes 15
Building outer wall loss 15 dB
Building inner wall loss 3 dB

Traffic model
Modified web browsing

(no reading time)
Average packet call size 2345 KB
Network offered load 12.506 Mbps per macro BTS

sizes (macro and femto cells) as well as a basic and an advanced scheduling al-
gorithm (round robin and proportional fair, respectively) were also taken into
account thus covering various realistic network conditions.

5.3.1 Receive diversity and LMMSE chip-equalizer

Receive diversity and LMMSE chip level equalization performance in HSDPA
network has been presented in the included articles PI and PV. The UE receive
diversity and equalizer can be considered as complementing features as they both
improve system performance. The schemes provide gain through two different
means: the equalizer provides higher bit rates near the cell center where the intra-
cell interference can be canceled, whereas receive diversity improves the through-
put at cell border where additional signal energy is required in the fight against
inter-cell interference.

UE velocity impact was seen mainly from going from 3 to 30 km/h. Increas-
ing the velocity even more had only a little impact on throughput. This indicates
that the gain of link adaptation is mainly lost already at lower velocities. How-
ever, as the influence of velocity was quite similar on every receiver, the gain of
advanced receivers was seen to be rather constant throughout the whole range of
simulated velocities.

The simulations with different advanced receiver penetrations were pre-
sented in the included articles PII and PV. The results indicated that even a small
portion of advanced receivers in the network subscribers increase the average
cell and user throughput. It was also observed that having advanced receivers
in the network increases not only the overall throughput but also the throughput
of conventional rake 1 × 1 users. This can be explained by the phenomenon that
users who are close to serving sector will experience higher bit rates, thus their
calls will be shorter leading to more frequent scheduling of distant users.

Receive diversity seems to be the most prominent of the advanced receiver
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schemes. Dual antenna receiver with chip-equalization offers the best perfor-
mance in all cases. As the impact of different parameters was evaluated, the
amount of superiority of the dual antenna receiver with conventional rake over
the conventional single antenna chip-equalizer depends on the selected setting.

5.3.2 Advanced scheduling

Advanced scheduling algorithm, namely proportional fair, performance was com-
pared to basic round robin scheduling in articles PI and PV.

It was found that PF has the best performance in Pedestrian A channel as
higher SINR deviation result to higher gains. This is due to PF accounting indi-
vidual users’ channel conditions in scheduling. Thus the highest benefit from PF
was achievable when channel variations are high, but not too fast to be able to
be traced with CQI reporting messages. Gain from PF scheduler dropped quite
clearly from 3 to 30 km/h, especially with 1 × 1 receivers but with receiver di-
versity schemes PF scheduler was able to give small gain up to 120 km/h UE
velocity.

5.3.3 STTD and single stream TxAA performance

HSDPA network performance with single stream transmit diversity schemes along
with advanced receivers and receive diversity was studied in the included article
PIII. The performance of STTD was seen to be worse in terms of cell throughput
compared to 1-Tx cases in all the simulated scenarios. The loss is only minor with
rake receivers, but with equalizer STTD leads to quite a high loss in terms of cell
throughput. As STTD reduces SINR variance the loss in cell throughput with PF
scheduler is as expected.

It was observed that using TxAA a clear gain is achieved with both sched-
ulers compared to 1-Tx cases with both conventional rake and also with LMMSE
equalizer receiver, especially when using only a single receive antenna. Using
receive diversity along with TxAA was also beneficial but the gains were lower
compared to 1-Rx. This was due to the fact that Tx diversity gives less coverage
gain on top of Rx diversity. With RR TxAA provides good gains for other re-
ceivers than 2-Rx equalizer. It does not change the performance order of different
receivers with 1-Tx, but it reduces the gains from 2-Rx as compared to 1-Rx. With
PF scheduler TxAA provides rather good gains with all receiver schemes as com-
pared to 1-Tx. Most notable is that TxAA with 1-Rx equalizer provides better cell
throughput than 2-Rx rake and almost the same throughput as 2-Rx rake with
TxAA. It could be said that TxAA provides a good evolutionary path with 1-Rx
equalizers.

The performance of HSDPA network with closed loop transmit diversity
with reduced inter-cell interference predictability was studied in the included ar-
ticle PIV. The results correspond well to earlier findings e.g. presented in [Ber04]
in that it can be concluded that WCDMA/HSDPA system is robust enough to
handle the small additional SINR fluctuations which could be caused by e.g.
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closed loop transmit diversity operation. Link adaptation outer loop compen-
sates the variation that is caused by the Tx-weight adaptation in neighboring sec-
tors and ensures that retransmission probabilities stay at the desired level.

Thanks to efficient HARQ operation and inherent radio channel quality re-
port errors of the system no indication of the problems claimed in [Rin05] and
[Oss05] were seen even with these fully dynamic system simulations, where in-
terference was explicitly modeled, and which are thereby considered to reflect
reality rather well.

5.3.4 MIMO performance with HSDPA

The comparison of 1x2 receive diversity to 2x2 closed-loop MIMO schema in HS-
DPA system was done in article PX. According to the results, studied 2x2 MIMO
schemes can give significant gain over traditional receive diversity when spatial
multiplexing can be effectively used. High SINR values and up-to-date link adap-
tation feedback are essential requirements for this. According to the conducted
studies, the performance gain of 2x2 MIMO over 1x2 is about 12-15 % in the stud-
ied environment considering the physical layer improvement. The gain of MIMO
from the user perspective depends on the offered load in the network. High load
increases the queuing times and thus diminishes the impact of physical layer bit
rate to the call bit rate. In this sense the impact of MIMO can be even less from the
user point of view. Although users near the base station can achieve up to 30 %
call bit rate gain despite the high offered load, the relatively low gains in physical
layer bit rate and in the call bit rates in average indicate that micro or pico cell
environment is needed to fully realize the gains promised by MIMO theory.

5.3.5 Inter-cell interference cancellation

In article PVI the performance benefit of interference aware LMMSE chip level
equalizers with and without receiver diversity was evaluated. The results indi-
cated that the gains of interference aware LMMSE equalizer receiver were the
highest at the cell border regions where high DIR values were realized, especially
with receive diversity. With single receive antenna very low gains were observed
even at the cell borders.

In terms of user throughput, using interference aware equalizer with receive
diversity seemed to provide benefits by increasing the cell border throughputs by
slightly over 20 %. For the instantaneous HS-DSCH TTI throughput the observed
gains were smaller, lying in the range of 15 %. Thus it seemed that the evaluated
receivers would be able to provide benefits for the end user experience by in-
creasing the achievable data rates at the cell edges, but having a minor effect to
the average system performance.

A more general approach in the evaluation of inter-cell interference can-
cellation performance in system point of view was taken in article PVII where
different ideal inter-cell interference cancellation efficiencies with and without
receive diversity and advanced receivers was evaluated.
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The observed gain of inter-cell interference reduction was the highest with
equalizer receivers. This was as expected since with rake the intra-cell interfer-
ence dominates. The number of receive antennas did not affect the achievable
gains, i.e. the difference between single and dual antenna receivers remained the
same throughout simulated interference reduction efficiencies.

It could be concluded that inter-cell interference cancellation is beneficial
only if it can be done very efficiently. It was noticed that the portion of users that
suffer from inter-cell interference is relatively small. Thus, with low cancellation
efficiencies, i.e. 20 % or lower, the benefit in cell and user throughput is nominal.
When the interference reduction efficiency is increased, the benefit is first visible
in user throughput and then in system throughput. Only with inter-cell interfer-
ence cancellation percentages of 30 % or higher the benefit is considerable with
both metrics.

5.3.6 Femto cell performance

The performance of HSDPA network with and without the use of low transmis-
sion power (femto) BTSs using the same carrier as the underlaying macro cell
network was presented in article PVIII. Co-channel femto cells were noticed to
have a significant impact on the HSDPA performance especially in a fully loaded
network. 15-20 % gain in network throughput was seen with a full network load
despite the relatively long distance in average between femto BTS and its users.
Due to users being uniformly distributed in the network, the gain comes mainly
from the fact that the load is distributed between higher number of access points.
Using femto BTSs decreased the average number of users in HSDPA queue by
10-20 % with the highest load, which in part increased average user throughputs
by 33-65 %, depending on the receiver scheme.

The femto BTSs are intended to a home or an office building use where there
are constantly users near the base station. However, it was seen that femto BTSs
are able to offer significant gains in an HSDPA network especially from the user
point of view even when the users of the femto BTSs are not concentrated near
the BTSs.

The performance of an HSDPA network consisting of femto cells on top of
an underlying macro cell network with and without the use of a higher order
modulation, namely 64QAM, in addition to QPSK and 16QAM was evaluated
in article PIX. Also the effect of different indoor UE penetrations was studied.
Increasing indoor UE penetration was seen to increase user and network bit rates
considerably when femto BTSs were employed. The gain over a scenario where
macro cells provided the whole network coverage was seen to be in the range of
hundreds of percents in terms of both system and user throughput.

Due to intra-cell interference limited SINR, rake receiver was not seen to
benefit from 64QAM, even with receive diversity. Rake users practically never
realized high enough SINRs to use 64QAM MCSs. Only the equalizer was seen
to benefit from 64QAM, especially with Rx diversity. The gain was visible mainly
in user throughputs with even a small amount of dedicated indoor users.
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In this thesis the system level performance of several performance enhancing fea-
tures of High Speed Data Packet Access (HSDPA) concept of Wideband Code
Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) technique were studied. The analysis con-
sidered the performance of a conventional rake reception algorithm and an ad-
vanced signal reception algorithm, Linear Minimum Mean Squared Error chip
level equalizer (LMMSE).

It was found that the equalizer provides higher bit rates near the cell center
where the intra-cell interference can be canceled. The gain was visible with all
code resource and scheduler combinations. If a conventional rake receiver with
a proportional fair scheduler is used as a reference, the gain of mere equalization
in a macro cell scenario was around 30-50 % in cell throughput. However, the
benefit of equalizer is heavily dependent on the users locations in the serving
cell. Thus, the result of the comparison between equalizer and receive diversity
is dependent on the selected parameters. Using receive diversity instead was
seen to offer 50-100 % gain in the same scenario, depending on the parameters.
Employing both techniques a gain in the range of 120-180 % is achieved.

It was also seen that even a small portion of advanced receivers in the net-
work subscribers increased the average cell and user throughput. Having ad-
vanced receivers in the network increased not only the overall throughput but
also the throughput of conventional rake 1 × 1 users.

An advanced scheduling algorithm, namely proportional fair, was mainly
seen to improve 1-Rx receiver throughputs. The gain in cell throughput was in
the range of 60 % with 1 × 1 and 25 % with 1 × 2 cases. In Pedestrian A channel
the gains were higher due to PF being able to exploit the high SINR variance of
the channel.

Open loop scheme Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) performance was
negative with all simulated scenarios, especially with proportional fair scheduler.
This was as expected since STTD decreases channel variations which are crucial
to the good performance of PF.

Single stream closed loop transmit diversity scheme Transmit Antenna Ar-
ray (TxAA) improved 1-Rx antenna receiver throughput by approximately 25 %
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but offered a mere 5 % increase to cell throughput with UEs already employing
receive diversity.

Full MIMO approach dual stream TxAA was not seen to significantly im-
prove the performance of single stream TxAA in a macro cell scenario. The gain
over 1 × 2 equalizer was in the range of 15 %. It was concluded that more isolated
cell structures are needed to achieve higher gains from MIMO.

Employing several low transmit power femto cells in a macro cell network
offered around 15 % gains with all receiver and receive antenna scheme combi-
nations compared to a plain macro cell base station scenario. The users uniform
locations in the macro cell scenario resulted in the gain coming mainly from the
the network load being distributed to a higher amount of access points. Thus, the
gains were the same despite the used receiver scheme.

Increasing the user density near the femto cells resulted in huge gains in
cell and user throughputs with all receivers. The gain of LMMSE equalization
over rake reception increased also. With all users being near the femto cells the
gain of mere equalization was in the range of 100 % and the gain of 1 × 2 and
equalizer over 1 × 1 rake was around 220 %. At the same time receive diversity
alone improved cell throughput by approximately 50 %.

In low signal energy regions the intra-cell interference mitigating LMMSE
equalizer was not seen to offer any gain. At the cell border its performance
degraded to rake level. Assuming knowledge of the inter-cell interference, i.e.
neighboring base station transmissions, improved the equalizer performance by
5-10 % in overall but the highest performance was seen by the UEs at the cell
borders achieving as high as 20 % gain from the interference aware equalization.

In general, inter-cell interference cancellation was seen to be beneficial only
if it can be done very efficiently. It was noticed that the portion of users that
suffered from inter-cell interference was relatively small. Thus, with low cancel-
lation efficiencies, i.e. 20 % or lower, the benefit in cell and user throughput was
nominal.



YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY)

Wideband Code Division Multiplexing (WCDMA) -tekniikka on laajimmin käyt-
töön otettu kolmannen sukupolven (3G) matkaviestinverkkojen ilmatien rajapin-
tatekniikka maailmassa. 3G-liikenteen kasvu ja uusien sovellusten bittinopeusvaa-
timusten kasvava tarve vaatii 3G-verkkojen ilmarajapintatekniikan jatkuvaa ke-
hitystyötä.

Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkitaan useiden WCDMA-tekniikan kehittyneiden lä-
hetin- ja vastaanotinalgoritmien suorituskykyä yksin ja yhdessä toistensa kanssa.
Pääasiassa tutkimus käsittää suorituskykyvertailun perinteisen rake-vastaanotti-
men ja kehittyneen Linear Minimum Mean Squared Error (LMMSE) -taajuuskor-
jainvastaanottimen välillä, kun käytössä on WCDMA:n High Speed Downlink
Packet Access (HSDPA) -tekniikka, joka mahdollistaa erittäin korkeat datanopeu-
det WCDMA:n laskevalla siirtotiellä.

Vastaanottimien toimintaa on tarkasteltu erilaisten antennidiversiteettitek-
niikoiden kanssa sekä vaihtelemalla useita HSDPA-verkon parametreja. Para-
metreina ovat muun muassa kanavaprofiili, HSDPA:lla käytössä olevien rinnak-
kaisten koodikanavien määrä, verkon solukoko, kehittyneiden vastaanottimien
osuus verkon käyttäjistä, käyttäjien nopeus sekä vastaanottimen kyky vähentää
naapurisolujen aiheuttamaa häiriötä. Lisäksi erilaisten HSDPA-lähetysvuoron
jakoalgoritmien suorituskykyä on vertailtu.

Lähetindiversiteettitekniikoista on keskitytty avoimen silmukan konsepteis-
ta Space-Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) -tekniikkaan ja suljetun silmukan kon-
septeista Transmit Antenna Array (TxAA) -tekniikkaan, josta tutkimuksen koh-
teena ovat yhden ja kahden datavuon tekniikat. Lisäksi on tutkittu naapurisolun
häiriön vaikutusta yhden datavuon TxAA:n suorituskykyyn.

Tutkimusmenetelmänä ovat olleet kattavat systeemisimulaatiot käyttäen työ-
kaluna dynaamista WCDMA-verkkosimulaattoria, joka sisältää tarkat mallinnuk-
set signaalin etenemismalleista, käyttäjien liikkuvuudesta, liikennemalleista, ra-
dioresurssien hallinta-algoritmeista sekä WCDMA-radioverkon fyysisestä ker-
roksesta että osasta ylemmistä protokollakerroksista.
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APPENDIX 1 STATISTICAL CONFIDENCE ANALYSIS OF
THE SIMULATION RESULTS

The used dynamic system simulator has been an important tool for the WCDMA
system level studies in recent years. The statistical confidence of the simulation
results presented in this thesis are evaluated in this chapter by using a one exam-
ple test case. Main simulation parameters of the test case are presented in Table 8.

TABLE 8 Simulation parameters for the reliability analysis test case.

Simulation scenario Macro-cell, 7 Node B’s (21 sectors)
Site-to-site distance 2800 m
Cell radius 933 m
Propagation model Based on [3G01]
Slow fading distribution log-normal, std 8 dB
Slow fading spatial correlation 50 m
Channel profile Modified Vehicular A
Path powers [-3.1, -5.0, -10.4, -13.4, -13.9, -20.4]
UE velocity 3 km/h
MAC-hs packet scheduling Round Robin
HS-DSCH power 14 W
HS-SCCH power Power controlled, max 2 W
HARQ processes 6
Max no. of multicodes 10
Outer loop LA BLER target 1 %
CQI granularity 1 dB
CQI error distribution log-normal, std 1 dB

In this test case a Rake 1 × 1 receiver is used in a modified ITU Vehicular
A channel. The model is modified so that the path delays are integer chip dura-
tions. A maximum number of HS-PDSCH codes is 10 and Round Robin scheduler
is used. For each simulation a seed is given as a parameter to a random number
generator. Based on the seed a random starting position and direction of move-
ment is generated for each UE. Also start times of calls and their duration will
change when changing the seed. In addition to this there are several random
numbers used in the simulation (e.g. measurement error for CQI) which will
change if the seed is changed. All the simulation results depend on different ran-
dom processes during the simulation run and the results are reproducible with
a certain accuracy for a specified level of confidence. An interval estimation can
be used to define a confidence interval, which means that the sample, is within a
defined interval with a certain probability i.e.

P(a ≤ φ ≤ b) = 1 − α , (55)
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where the interval [a, b] is a (1− α) · 100% confidental interval of φ. A probability
that the φ is not within the interval is α. When the number of samples n ≥ 30
the standardized normal distribution N(0, 1) can be used to define a confidental
interval, which is (

x − zα/2 · s√
n

,x + zα/2 · s√
n

)
, (56)

where x is the average value, s√
n is the critical value taken from the standardized

normal distribution N(0, 1), s is the standard deviation and n is the number of
samples i.e. the number of simulations.

The confidence interval can be used to evaluate the statistical confidence of
the simulation results. In the analysis of the simulations ran for this thesis the
average cell throughput, HS-DSCH SINR and the user bit rate are taken into ac-
count. Average cell throughput is the average instantaneous HS-DSCH through-
put in a TTI collected from all the sectors in a simulation area during the whole
simulation time. Average HS-DSCH SINR is collected from scheduled mobiles
during the whole simulation time. Average user bit rate is calculated by dividing
the number of transmitted bits during the call divided by the call time. It is calcu-
lated at the end of each call. Due to that there are relatively few samples gathered
compared to cell throughput and HS-DSCH SINR, which are gathered every TTI.
Thus, also the confidence interval for user bit rate statistic is higher.

Confidence intervals of 90 %, 95 % and 99 % are presented in Table 9 and
concerning the cell throughputs they are ± 0.21 %, ± 0.32 % and ± 0.38 % re-
spectively. The confidence intervals were calculated from the simulation results
from n = 35 simulation runs with different random generator seeds presented in
Table 10.

TABLE 9 Statistical confidence intervals.

Variable 90 % 95 % 99 %
Cell throughput ± 0.21 % ± 0.32 % ± 0.38 %
HS-DSCH SINR ± 0.10 % ± 0.16 % ± 0.19 %
User bit rate ± 0.68 % ± 1.03 % ± 1.23 %
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TABLE 10 Simulation results from 35 simulation runs with different seeds.

Cell throughput [kbps] HS-DSCH SINR [dB] User bit rate [kbps]
1355.25 10.916330 99.0964
1347.99 10.872435 98.7931
1363.74 10.976760 98.2907
1396.10 10.985729 99.0762
1361.52 10.984371 98.3627
1351.00 10.932789 97.6017
1374.49 10.952957 98.7828
1357.10 10.976737 100.4760
1367.57 10.834013 98.3610
1362.63 11.007915 98.7326
1381.83 10.942194 99.8164
1360.12 11.063948 112.4370
1374.23 10.937580 98.8103
1342.82 10.875990 97.1987
1351.62 10.972059 101.3910
1359.41 10.907228 98.2317
1361.17 10.945916 97.4489
1355.37 10.931690 97.7277
1346.49 11.006187 99.0740
1353.88 10.914659 98.0899
1362.34 10.853869 97.9464
1373.12 10.886496 97.6410
1333.41 10.922676 97.3125
1373.72 10.923106 97.8036
1348.20 10.914219 98.6104
1352.43 10.863135 97.4246
1362.85 10.889945 98.4630
1366.84 10.924892 97.9481
1358.64 10.982977 99.0742
1374.44 10.823224 98.0622
1363.16 10.867833 98.2832
1367.25 10.894961 98.1953
1372.08 10.928412 98.5204
1337.31 10.943307 98.4535
1385.11 10.913284 109.5350



APPENDIX 2 SIMULATION TOOL VERIFICATION

The verification and validation of the simulation results provided in this thesis
is done by comparing the results to other HSDPA system simulation results pro-
vided by various studies. In [Lov03] system level performance of single and dual-
antenna rake and LMMSE equalizer receivers were presented. Although the sim-
ulation scenario used in that study differs in many ways from the scenario used
in the simulations of this thesis, the results are very well aligned, as can be seen in
Table 11. The presented results are from proportional fair scheduler simulations.

TABLE 11 Cell throughput gain comparison between this thesis and [Lov03].

Receiver Gain [%]
[Lov03]

Gain [%]
Rake 1 × 1 0 % 0 %
Rake 1 × 2 44-57 % 44-50 %
Equ 1 × 1 25-30 % 24-31 %
Equ 1 × 2 88-115 % 89-103 %

Also in [Ram03] simulations similar to those presented in this thesis were
conducted. Single and dual antenna Rake receiver simulations with and with-
out transmit diversity were conducted in Vehicular A and Pedestrian A channels
with round robin and proportional fair schedulers with 3 km/h UE velocity. In
Table 12 the comparison of the cell throughputs is presented for a Vehicular A
channel.

TABLE 12 Cell throughput and gain comparison between this thesis and [Ram03].

Receiver
[Ram03]

RR PF RR PF
[kbps] [%] [kbps] [%] [kbps] [%] [kbps] [%]

Rake 1 × 1 1049 0 % 1683 0 % 712 0 % 1079 0 %

Rake 2 × 1,
1019 -3 % 1437 -15 % 695 -2 % 918 -15 %

STTD
Rake 2 × 1,

1528 46 % 2063 23 % 891 25 % 1176 9 %
CL1

Rake 1 × 2 2131 103 % 2706 61 % 1206 69 % 1457 35 %

Rake 2 × 2,
2378 127 % 2844 69 % 1403 97 % 1552 44 %

CL1

As can be seen in Table 12, the results with 1 × 1 Rake and STTD are nearly
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the same. The gain of CL Mode 1 and receive diversity schemes the gains and the
absolute throughputs of [Ram03] are lower. The lower throughputs can be ex-
plained with the fact that in [Ram03] the amount of power reserved for HSDPA
was 9 watts as it was 14 watts in the simulations of this thesis. The difference be-
tween the results of this thesis and [Ram03] is clearly proportional to the achieved
throughput. As the maximum number of multicodes reserved for HSDPA was 7
in [Ram03] the highest throughputs in that study might be limited by the MCS
dynamics. In simulations presented in this thesis a maximum of 10 multicodes
were allocated, thus higher throughput with equally good signal quality than in
[Ram03] could be achieved.
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